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Preface

This book was dictated by the God-humans, namely by Eve, the first
woman, who descended to our planet Earth. This book contains the moments

and stages of the lives of people and God-humans, who are the same as
we are; all the stages of flooding the Earth, the death of the human race
and all the stages of the origin of life. It also deals with the origin of the
climate on the Earth, animals, insects and microorganisms, which were
created to help us by our CREATOR, our loving Father. This book
contains the lost knowledge, which you lack so much. Without this
knowledge you are imprisoned within the circle of illusion and
reincarnations, skillfully created for you. But the God-humans know for
sure that, when you want to learn, to learn what you have lost, you will
never die again and break through the circle of illusion and
reincarnations, you will find your own space within the space of your
family, through which you will be able to feel your own land (about one
hectare), all the mankind, the whole Earth, the Solar system, your
Galaxy and the Galaxies of the other God-humans, the Universe and the
Universes. And then you will be able to cocreate with our loving Father
your own Galaxy, your own star system and your own unique and
beloved planet. And you will name this planet yourself!
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Introduction

The Earth! This is a very beautiful planet, covered with thick
forests, deep rivers, quiet seas and delicate oceans
- You know your Earth, you not just know it, you can feel it, you
can feel every blade of grass, every little tree in your garden, you know
that in your heart there is love, joy and happiness. This light in your soul
illuminates every corner of your Earth.
- The Earth is yours!
- Now you have your own Earth, which feels and knows you, which
cooperates with you. All beasts, insects and microorganisms, living on
your Earth, know you; they expect you to cooperate and cocreate.
- You know that in your space there is a beloved woman, girl. This
feeling burns all your body with pleasant warmth. There are two of you
on your Earth but soon, very soon, there will be three of you: you will
have a son. You will create him in the impulse of love! When he is
grown up he will also have his own Earth, of which he will be the
owner, and he will bring a young girl for creating a family to his Earth.
- You know that you are happy, there is love in your heart and joy
in your soul, which cannot be expressed in words. You can just feel it.
Every person now living, can live in such a way if he wants. If he
wants to learn the truth, the truth about himself: what he is, what he is
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capable of, what power, opportunities and vast resources he has in
disposal.
We started our story (`We` because I am writing not alone) with the
image which is available for every person now living on our wonderful
planet named Earth!
Do you want to know the truth! The truth about yourselves and
about your planet. The truth, which will inspire you to create something
miraculous. Cocreation with the Gods similar to you. The whole
Universe is open for you.
It is for you, inhabitants of your planet named Earth. The Earth created
by the CREATOR! Our beloved Father.
Look inside yourself. Is it possible, that you cannot find the smallest
droplet of freedom? Freedom of imagination and thought. Freedom of
love. Freedom of expression. You must be like that inside and outside.
Think it over. Take a break from your everyday routine, go to the open
air, touch your land and feel freedom, your freedom!!!
Find peace and quiet in your all-embracing soul. The soul, which
was created by the CREATOR with inspiration. Feel that you are the
Gods for the first time for millions of years. You are the Gods now.
-Then why you, the Gods, must live cooped if the Creator gave you
the Earth? The Earth, which gives you drink and food and its space.
Space of love.
-Then why you, the Gods, must suffer from diseases, grow old and
die, if the CREATOR gives you eternal life? When you can be healthy
and young and revive your body according to your wishes.
-Then why you, the Gods, must live in problems and troubles
produced by illusion? The illusion, which was devised and brought into
your life. Life, which loses its sense. The sense, which was granted by
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the CREATOR. The sense, which cannot be reduces just to silly and
feckless deeds and thoughts. Which is the sense of profound selfexpression. Self-expression illuminated with the light. The light, which
spreads all over the Galaxy. The light, which warms every corner of the
Universe, light which is inside you! Feel it, feel the freedom of choice!
The choice which was granted to you at your birth.
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The origin of the human race

Adam.
Here, Adam is making his first steps. Breathes for the first time the
bracing and vivifying air. His eyes scrutinize the picturesque
compositions of the surrounding. His heart beats in unison with the
Earth. All the living creatures seem to be conscious and eternal.
− It is really so.
Peace, love and joy live in his mind. Love, which tries to cover all
the space surrounding Adam. He feels like God. The God, who makes
his first steps on his own land granted to him by the CREATOR. He is
filled with light, pleasant, cheerful and great feelings. And he knows that
he is eternal as the surrounding space. He feels every cell in his body.
He feels his organism vivid, ready for cooperation and expecting his
love and activity. His organism is ready to accept every particle of the
Universe energies and bring them to all the cells of the body. His body is
conscious, vivid and everlasting. It can be always young and never die,
reviving its initial functions, which are implemented in every cell of the
organism. His organism can read the initial information and is always
connected with it. This first information is put by the CREATOR: our
Father loving and beloved. Adam has the eternal now, he can live never
dying or growing old. These feelings, living in his consciousness and
body, make him want to create in love, rejoice, jump, laugh and wish the
cocreation with the God.
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Eve
The entire Universe came to a standstill of what it has seen!
The Universe saw Eve. Her body is transparent. It seems that you
can see the Earth through her body, her beloved Earth.
− Here, she is descending from heaven.
Everyone wants to look at her without blinking. She radiates beauty,
harmony and love. She is setting her foot on the Earth for the first time.
She is full of joy and love. These are the steps as if there is no
gravitation, she is soaring. Her body, her forms enchant. She seems to
embody the whole Universe. She is looking at the beauty surrounding
her with a smile. She rejoices at every blade of grass, flying small insect,
jumping hare, wise lion. She is caressing and cherishing everything like
a mother. Looking at her, everything stands still of her sight. Here she is
Goddess, having descended from heaven, created by the God. She is
overwhelmed with feelings. The feeling of life creation, which will pour
onto the Earth, her beloved Earth. She knows why she is on the Earth.
Soon she will find Adam to love him from the bottom of her heart,
become pregnant. She will bear and give birth to her child. And the
mankind will start from Adam and Eve.
− Here is the truth!
The truth of the origin of the human race. So many books were
written about it, so much was said. So many people were led astray and
enticed away with the lies. The lies, which were carried and inculcated
into life, into your life. Life filled with emptiness. Emptiness of despair,
which kills souls, your souls. They seem to be eternal, shining souls. But
they can die, got stuck in the circle of hopelessness. The hopelessness,
which was inculcated into your life. Life which must be flooded with
light. The light of love. The light, which charms the whole Universe.
Which is the source of life. May be in the other corner of the Galaxy
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something is started by this light. Feel this marvelous, divine light
inside yourself. The light, which makes you fly. Fly and create life. The
life, which never ends.
− The mankind originates from Adam and Eve, and whatever you
are told, you, and only you must feel the truth with your hearts. The
truth which was given to you at your birth.
Life filled the Earth. There were more and more people. Life of
these people was filled with endless opportunities. They felt like Gods,
in the full sense of this word. Our planet was covered with light, radiated
by the God-humans. This light was radiated by their soul, overflowing
their emotions and feelings. Their hearts were filled with life.
◦ One million years have passed since the origin of the Earth.
Adam and Eve were living. They were living in love and never died.
They were overwhelmed with the feelings which had risen in them when
they had seen each other for the first time. They were living without any
needs. They had their own space, which belonged only to them. They
felt like the owners of this space. This space loved them, it was always
with them, wherever they were going. The God-CREATOR considered
everything thoroughly. He created the Earth, but the Earth was their
loving mother, She could give them a start for the creation of another
planet. May be it will look like the Earth or it will contain new elements
of creation. I does not matter much. What matters is that every humanbeing living on the Earth is able to create his own project of his planet,
his space. You just think, imagine how free were the people, who were
living in those times. And what is happening now. Just think. We give
information so that every human now living on the Earth has his own
choice. The choice, which can show you the way out of the circle,
vicious circle of senseless reincarnations and give you freedom. The
freedom of cocreation. Cocreation with the God. Cocreation with the
CREATOR. Living children of Adam and Eve had a free choice, which
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they did. They created their own space on their own planet, and the
names of these planets are familiar to you. They are situated in each sign
of the Zodiac situated on our firmament.
Adam and Eve had the other children but these twelve ones. They
were equal to the twelve Adam`s children. They knew the Universe as
well as Adam and Eve did. They knew everything up to the smallest
details. They were pure wholehearted. But it happened so, that one of
the sons wished the power over the other people. Instead of explaining
the world order to his children he started to divide the territory of the
Earth into pieces, creating clans. In these clans he spread the distorted
information instead of the initial one. And people felt the informational
shift, they did not have a platform under their feet, there was no support.
Because of the lack of information the people of these clans gradually
entered the vicious circle. The circle of illusion cunningly created for
them. For millions of years people divided into clans, could not collect
information, they were confused, they did not know the truth. Such
people were easy to rule, creating illusion of events, and little by little
make them fear.
Twelve children, seeing what it can lead to, went to the Earth to
stop the distortion of information. But people could not perceive it any
more. Their bodies started to change because of the distortion of
information. Then the first twelve children decided to demonstrate the
world order by their own example. They arranged their own settlements
on the Earth and there originated the other unusual life. They created
their oases, their space on the Earth. This space loved them and provided
them with all the resources in abundance. Adam and Eve stepped onto
the Earth again to get everything together and restore the initial harmony
on the Earth.
When Adam and Eve descended to the Earth, they took their space,
space of love, loving space. They took one hectare of ground. They
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placed their Universe within this hectare, collected all the initial
information, compressed this all within one hectare and started their
work. It was the work for salvation of the initial creatures of our Father
CREATOR.
Millenniums passed. Adam and Eve remained the same, young and
cheerful, loving and attentive, both to their space and to their relations.
Around Adam and Eve`s hectare there were settlements of the other
hectares. These were the springs grown from Adam and Eve, these were
the people loving their spaces, their Earth. So originated the mankind in
the spirit of God. In the spirit of God people lived within their hectares.
These hectares were the loving space for them, where they felt like gods,
gods in the full sense of this word. Their family stretched from South
America to Atlantis which existed as a continent in those times. But the
son of Adam and Eve, who wished the power over the other people,
gathered his “round table”. This “round table” included the other
members of Adam and Eve`s family, there were seven of them. They did
not belong to the first twelve Adam and Eve`s children. These seven
men started working out the plan of conquering the whole Earth. As they
knew all the information they managed to stop the springs of Adam and
Eve and their twelve children. But Adam and Eve did not want to act by
brute force and they had to “retreat”. Thus settling and spreading of
hectares was stopped. These seven men started to strengthen their
power. Generations were changing but these seven always remained
conscious. They conquered the most part of the Earth, where people
were pressed on illusion of events, and people did not belong to
themselves any more. This disease spread all over the planet and when it
reached the highest level, the frequency of the Earth decreased, the flood
started. The Continents of the Earth went under water one by one. The
Great Flood started. Adam and Eve were forced to move to their planets
with their space, as well as their twelve children.
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The springs of the settlement did not fade. Adam and Eve took them
to their planets. The Earth or rather all the continents went under water.
There were no people on the Earth any more. It was the first Great
Flood. The flood which was provoked by the humans of the Earth, who
rejected the truth, rejected the spirit of God.
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The first Flood and the
origin of the human race

◦ The live planet was flooded for the first time. It is alive and it feels
everything. The first time for millions years it remained alone. Adam
and Eve and their twelve children were in their spaces on their planets.
They did their best to warm the Earth, their beloved planet, which gave
them its space and gave them start. The start for cocreation, for creation
of their own planets, their own space. The God-CREATOR thought
everything through. He gave the Earth to the people and created the
visible Universe for them. This Universe has enough space for all the
people, who have ever lived or for the forthcoming generations of
people who will live on the Earth. For the God everything exists now, he
does not mind the past, present or future. For him everything is now and
he created the space situated in present time. I can repeat it one more
time, every person living now or in future can create his own planet with
his own living space. The God created the man in his own image.
Therefore the Universe is endless. The God is endless. The God has
place for everyone. And you do not have to huddle together; the whole
Universe is in your disposal. But you have to create in love and
harmony, embracing the whole visible Universe. And when the
Universe is inside you, you, human, you can create your visible planet
with its own harmonic name.
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This information was concealed from people by those seven. But
you, people, are able to reveal your love and freedom to live in love,
happiness and joy. With such thoughts Adam and Eve and their children
with the spirit of God were warming the Earth. They were thinking
through and working out the schemes of inhabiting the Earth. People
were hanging between the material and invisible Universes. They lacked
freedom and information to escape this situation. These souls had to be
reborn on the planet Earth and get the full information for creating their
own spaces on the Earth. Adam, Eve and God-humans were thinking
everything through. They collected the souls of people under their wings
to save.
Having warmed the Earth, put it in order they started to inhabit it.
The first people after the Great Flood started to settle the Earth. The plan
of settling the Earth created by Adam and Eve began to fulfill. The
mother Earth was very glad that people started walking on her surface.
Adam and Eve descended to the Earth again and their twelve children
(apostles) with them took part in “education” of the people coming to
the Earth. By their own example they showed again, as before the Flood:
∞ How to create your own space on the Earth.
∞ How to be free and harmonic.
∞ How not to die and be always conscious.
∞ How to love and live in a couple.
∞ How to be attentive to your space and the space between the man
and the woman loving each other.
The plan of settling was fulfilled successfully: insects,
microorganisms and animals were back again. It was easy to do because
all the wildlife was saved on the other planets and it was easy to bring
the animals back to the Earth. Just the thought and wish of the Godhuman was enough. The whole Universe was observing the process,
everyone took part in it. Soon all the life was brought back to the Earth
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and people started to settle their Earth. They had Adam and Eve as an
example. They took approximately one hectare of land and created their
own space; the space which will always be with its owners. The springs
quickly started to come out around the Earth. The mother Earth started
to revive. People settled their hectares and their lands. They touched
their native land with great love. The Mother Earth felt her children; she
felt their desires and told them where to plant out seedlings or a bush of
the currants and so on. People could feel their Earth: from the tiniest
microorganisms to huge animals. People felt them and had a harmonic
program, in which all the live things took part in creation. Adam and
Eve were happy to observe how the mankind loved the Earth and the
whole Universe. The Universe, in its turn, felt the people, every star in
the sky felt and knew the human, all the space was ready for creation of
the people`s space, their own live and beautiful planet.
− Just imagine how many live planets inhabited by God-people
there are in the Universe – there are millions of them. When a human
was ready for cocreation of his wonderful planet, he created with
inspiration, with godlike freedom of thought and all the space felt,
listened attentively to the human creator, and it was cocreation. It was
the plan of the CREATOR, our beloved God-Father. To make
everything, the whole Universe, listen to the human.
− And now, human, look around.
− What do you feel?
− Do you feel the Universe, your Earth, everything growing on the
Earth, animals, birds, the whole ecosystem, space around you, which
you have to create yourself?
− If no, tune into the space, the Universe, the Earth, the living space
on the Earth. Tune into your Universe without any compulsion, with
ease. Feel the changes in yourself. Imagine the picture:
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Your hectare of the Earth is alive, feel it. Every blade of grass,
every tiny insect is alive! Feel your hectare, your Earth alive and able to
think and communicate with you, advise you, rejoice with you, accept
your children and expect creation and cocreation from you. This is your
space! Your Earth! It will go with you to any corner of the Universe;
you will be always filled with its care about you. You will never be in
need. Your Earth, your space can follow your thought. Your space can
bring you to any corner of the Universe both gradually and in a moment,
on your thought. Your Earth can take her initial image and accept you,
her loving son.
All these opportunities of the son-cocreator were put inside you by
your God, your beloved Father. But you have to create everything with
unusual lightness, without thinking of the mechanisms, without analysis
of the process.
And if you look through or read a great number of books now, you
will see that they try to divide everything into constituents. The Cosmos
cannot be torn apart; it can act only as a single whole. That is why
creation is done with ease. This process is like a game, it is very creative
and exciting!
So play, play this game, creative and interesting game! Cocreate
your own space!
Thus live, live forever, without death! So was the desire of the
CREATOR, our loving Father.
The whole Earth can be filled with love and joy. We can live with
each other in harmony, and we do not have to divide something among
ourselves. There are enough resources for everyone. You should not
yield to illusions imposing on you. We can break the circle of illusion.
We should not listen to fantastic tales and wait for somebody to “throw
us a bone”. We are able to obtain ourselves in all the fullness of the
God-CREATOR! And cocreate your own space, your Motherland, and
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be the owners of your lands. The owners who can participate in all the
cosmic processes, embracing the whole Universe and working
harmonically with all the God-humans on the improvement of the beauty
of the Universe, Universes!
The Universe is open for a human. Human, God-human living on
his Earth, in his space, can feel the Universe, Universes. Thus, every
God-human can fulfill both his projects and the projects of his family.
Family is a cell of everything existing in the Universe. There are also
common projects are between all the participants. This is a harmonic
unity without personal outcome. This is a union, caused by cocreation.
Every family of the God-human is a part of the society. And there can be
immense number of these parts. There is enough space for everyone!
And at the moment there are many projects, both family and
common ones. You may join the common project.
− People of the Earth, join the common project!
The aim of the common project is to set free the people, living on
the Earth. People must be free, light, cheerful, happy, loving and live in
harmony with the surrounding.
◦ Set yourself free of the imprisonment.
◦ Just wish to break the circle of illusion
∞ Just your wish, the wish of the God-human; and everything
around will change.
∞ You will get the platform under your feet.
∞ You will not hang in the air.
∞ You will get the support under your feet.
∞ You will never die.
∞ You will live forever. Again – I, again – I, again - I.
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This is the life which is always with you and around you. And the
Earth, our beloved planet, must become one of the most beautiful
planets in the Universe, in the Galaxy.
Here is the project, the common project! You, and only you, human,
can decide if you omit participation or take responsibility for yourself,
your family as a cell of the society and for your beloved mother Earth.
Mother, who has always accepted you, every your incarnation on its
spaces. We, God-humans, took the responsibility not only for the whole
Universe but for the people, living on the Earth, and for the Earth. It`s
time for you to take responsibility for yourself, for your family, for the
Earth, for the Universe, for everything existing. It is time to wake up and
take responsibility for your life. It is time to feel, to know everything
surrounding you, to accept love. Love, which embraces everything
around, and then all your life will be filled with harmony and filled with
the sense of love, which does not divide people into good or bad. It just
exists here and now and it is waiting, waiting for you to notice it and
wish love, wish to love, love everything surrounding you, the Earth and
the whole Universe. Then love will embrace you and your endless space
and make you absolutely happy. Purely playing with you, burning you
with its energy, its purity, its light, embrace with all its substance. This
is a wonderful feeling, may be the most wonderful feeling, available to
everybody living on this beautiful planet under the name Earth.
In such a way, through love, you must start your communication
with each other; through love you can embrace your future space. You
can feel the Universe through love. Love must settle in your hearts and
spread through your body, penetrating into each your cell, which also
strives for your love. Love yourself, your girl, your family, your house,
your Earth.
− And now think: does your house end with the door , when you
leave it?
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− No.
∞ Look around and feel.
∞ Your house is the Earth, our blue planet, woman who nurture us.
∞ Your house is your Cosmos. It is alive.
∞ Your house is the Galaxy.
∞ Your house is the Universe. Everything is alive, everything
breathes in the certain rhythm. You must feel this rhythm.
− Do you understand, where your house is?
How much you should spread, to embrace all the space. All this
space is for us, for you, it expects beauty from us: beauty of thought,
beauty of cocreation, beauty of your state as a God-human. We don`t
need space shuttles to see the Universe. Everything is inside us: we are
humans, we are Gods. We can create and love our immense house. Take
it as a rule: to love the whole space around you. Love the Earth, love
your hectare of land, even if you do not have it. Draw it in your
thoughts, and then put it on the paper, make your hectare harmonic and
beautiful.
∞ Love the space outside the Earth, this space is also the indivisible
part of you and the Earth.
∞ Love the stars in the sky, they are also the part of you.
∞ Look further, reach higher, and feel all the Divine Universe, it is
also the part of you. Our God created it for us, all the people now living,
and we can use all the space, this space is everything for us. This is
cocreation with the God. Understand that the space is alive, the cosmos
is alive creative field, it is alive, nothing is dead there. This field is
waiting for your actions. Vacuum is also alive; it is counted in the other
way. But if these calculations are correct vacuum will open into endless
space. Space with the other coordinates, everything inside is also the
Cosmos and so on…
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− Look how much space there is for you, use it!
− Try to look further and feel more!
The Universe is diverse, there are many of them. There is not just
one Universe. There are many of them with their own coordinates,
which cross. You can use this space. You have to know and feel these
myriads of spaces. When you learn to feel, sense, love these spaces they
will open to you in all their beauty and infinity.
Learn to use your heart. It is alive, feel it, it is your assistant.
Communication between the worlds and spaces is performed via your
heart. You can feel love with your heart. Light penetrates into your heart
and goes to your brain. And brain in its turn distributes this light around
the body, using every cell in your organism. Your entire organism is the
projection of the Universe. There is nothing odd in your organism. All
the organs work in keeping with the Universe and perform their
functions. There are organs which people do not have. It happened so
because people do not have the initial information, to which all the cells
of our organism are tuned. Everyone should revive this initial
information. And tune into the initial information. Adam and Eve keep
the initial information. They will give it to you with joy. They decided to
give it. Adam and Eve collected all the information, which you lack.
You can take it through the books, communication, feelings, and you
will fill in all the gaps, all the holes in your selves and in your space.
Adam and Eve have always given out the initial information. They
treated all the people, ever lived or living on the Earth, with great care.
They have never died and they will never die. They and their twelve
children have always tried to reach all the people in all the times until
they are heard. But people did not want to hear them, thus only the small
part of people joined the information and accepted their own space
which was always with them, their beloved space, which existed beyond
the time.
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Many years passed after the first Great Flood, about three hundred
million years (the time flow is different in different Universes), but if
you are beyond the time it is always with you. Adam and Eve
compressed time to give people seeds, information which they lacked,
information which makes people live forever. They become creators.
People started settling the Earth after the first Great Flood. There were
more and more people. Human life lasted for about 900 years and it was
not the limit. Some people lived up to 1500 years and some of them did
not die at all. They could dissolve their bodies at their wishes and moved
to their spaces on their planets. The difference in the length of the
human life appeared because people started to lose the tune into the
initial information, which was put into every cell of our body by our
CREATOR. We were moving away from the source of information,
from the knowledge. It was like moving away from the well with water
when you are in a desert. If you go too far you will die of thirst. Thus
people moved away from the God, from the initial information, they
started to die and entered the reincarnation circle. You have to break this
circle. Every human can live never dying, within his own space on his
own planet. Adam and Eve showed it. They demonstrated with their
own example how to create your own living space in love. Taking a
piece of land, about one hectare, on the Earth, a human learned to feel
everything alive on the Earth. He tuned into the whole Universe via the
Earth. His heart started to beat in unison with the entire Universe and he
started to understand, feel his immortality. As if there appeared an
everlasting live source of initial information. A human already knew
what to do with the knowledge. He, according to his desire, or rather a
husband and a wife together created their own space, their planet in the
multileveled Universe. And they knew how to teleport their land to their
planet. At their desire they could arrange a circle in the center of their
land. They were looking at the center. In the center there was a circle
which was the reflection of the Cosmos. They took a small piece of their
land to their new house.
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It can be done in the other way. A wife and a husband should not
stay in a circle. They could dissolve their land with their thoughts and
feelings. Then they assembled themselves and their land on their new
planet. Dancing and playing, a man and a woman created their space on
their own land. Love was wrapping them and their new planet, which
became the part of everything existing. All the people in all the times, if
they believed and knew, and were wholehearted and lit with the light,
could create their space. But people have always being manipulated.
They were deprived of their space. They were given illusions instead of
it. It was the illusion, which closed the space and made them mortal.
Human is guilty of accepting this illusion.
The seven returned to the Earth again and the race for the power
started again. But their power is invisible. They have always been in the
shadow and never gone alight. People considered they had their own
thoughts and deeds but it was the influence of the seven. They cunningly
entangled the Earth and people, bringing them illusion and death. And
again as after the first Flood, people were bewildered by the system
which deprived them of their creative ability and happy cheerful life,
eternal life. Life of which the entire multileveled Universe rejoices and
feels people and knows what the person, who knows love, is capable of.
∞ Love, which can take him with it, to happiness and joy, and
eternal life, which takes your breath away with emotions.
∞

Emotions which overflow the human and all his body.

∞ Body which never grows older or die, reviving its functions and
cells.
∞ Cells, which can read information.
∞

Information, which was given by the CREATOR.

∞ CREATOR, who loves us and expects cocreation of us.
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Some time will pass and people will be captured by the chaos again.
People will leave Adam and Eve and their twelve children again and will
get to the crossroad again. The seven take benefit of it, so it usually
happens. Just a few ones believed in the eternal life. Life, which was
filled with sense and love. Love, which embraced its children – Godhumans. And again people divided the Earth, their beloved mother. The
new clans were created again, which used to show off in front of the
other clans. These clans had their chiefs. All the people obeyed to them.
They were the rulers of their clans, but they in their turn were ruled by
the seven. The chiefs of the clans could not even guess, they thought that
they did everything right and did their best in ruling, as they thought
they ruled their People. In such a way, little by little, the seven
implemented their thoughts and actions into the clans, which were
spread all over the Earth.
One million years had passed since settlement of the Earth by
people. There were some parts of the Earth which created their own
spaces, which were living in love and immortality. Clans were told that
these people are non-humans, that they must not be on the Earth, they
must be driven away from the Earth. So it happened, the last God-people
started to leave the Earth – their loving Mother, who felt them and their
love to the Earth. But it happened so that people were bogged down in
the illusion of events, they let the illusion into their hearts and did not
want to see and hear Adam, Eve and their twelve children. So the whole
Earth was divided into clans. Adam, Eve and their twelve children did
not leave, they hid among people and were imperceptible. Much time
will pass before the Earth will be deserted again.
Adam, Eve and their twelve children foresaw this way, but still they
did not leave the Earth, their beloved planet, which gave itself to them
and provided them with their space and greeted their children, and
rejoiced it as Adam and Eve. The Earth also dreamt of the beauty of the
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Universes and her own beauty. She wanted to be the most beautiful in
the entire eternal Universe, there is an example: here I am – the Earth –
woman and mother, young and beautiful, follow my example. She
introduced the fashion in the immense Universe. Adam and Eve knew
and felt the Earth, they knew about her thoughts and wishes. And about
the wishes of the CREATOR, our beloved Father, Father, who, in his
turn, knows every human-being and never blames us for what we have
done, but he is just waiting with love, creation and permanent motion,
as a sparkle of Fire, creating and building with us, God-humans.
You just feel, how this motion appears in your heart, how light
wants to break away from your heart. Divine light, it is Our Father, he
does not let you devastate the Earth. He started everything, and your
hearts whine and moan. Your hearts know the truth and know the God.
Your hearts try to wake you in every way possible, raise you up, set you
free, and provide you with everything, everything human can imagine.
Our Father knows how strong human thought is. He knows that every
person can free himself and create his own space with HIM, and (if the
person does not want to live on the Earth, but anywhere in the Universe)
his own planet, in our immense multileveled Universe. He knows that
every person can be immortal, because he did not created death, it does
not exist. Death was devised by the seven and they are proud of their
invention. Death is illusion, it does not exist and it will never exist. You,
people, can remove death from your way and become immortally happy
FOREVER. But again, if you wish. I, your Father, want it so much and
wait for you to be tired of this illusive game and leave it!
The Father also knows that it will happen to each of you. You,
everyone in his time, take a decision – the decision of the God-human
(The father created you like that and provided you with all his
opportunities) and leave the game, illusive game, and strive for the other
life.
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∞ Life, which takes your breath away.
∞ Life, which makes you enjoy every moment of now.
∞ Life, which
COCREATION!

gives

you

freedom,

lightness,

love

and

− You are not robots, you are people!
New energies descend to the Earth, unusual for all the people. These
energies contain love, information, creation and care for us. This is the
freedom of thoughts, actions, feelings, distant seeing in abundance and
cocreation. Many Galaxies in the Universe took part in it. They are our
loving friends, they are waiting for us, expect us to wake up and become
creators and cocreators and join the united family, which beautify the
whole Universe and all the Universes. These energies will cause certain
changes in us. Changes in all the spheres: from your family and up to the
state and the whole world. Many people will notice and feel these
energies. Some of them will accept this energy or these energies with
joy and love as care of you, of you, people, stuck in the illusion of the
events and days and go round the circle of reincarnations. This energy
will shake the human, shatter him if he is asleep. You had to take
decisions otherwise you will fall ill. Your organs are sensitive, they are
alive, but when people are asleep, people cannot work as hard as they
can and let the energies of the Universe through themselves. Your
organism is a powerful mechanism, which has no analogues. Your body
is capable of much. You lost the ability to grow your limbs, but your
body did not. When the information in the form of energy shatters you
and you start to wake up, you will remember how to do it, and the cells
of your body will be retuned.
Your bodies lack many organs, which support the whole organism,
you need these organs, as you need air. Your organism without these
organs is quickly worn up and grows old. As soon as you accept the
information you will be able to grow them and become happier and
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more cheerful. You cannot even imagine what it is to be really happy,
loved and loving.
◦ You must just want to learn the truth. Want to change yourself,
change your family, change your planet, your loving mother.
∞ It wants life of you.
∞ It wants to play with you so much, love you and feel you – her
children.
Organs are easy to grow. It is like a game. You can do it without any
efforts. Stand in the circle, the wife and the husband, and your children.
Go round, whirl, rejoice and in joy, in love say out this light prayer:
− We are God-humans!
− We are tired of being mortal and live in the illusion of death.
− Since now we want to live, live forever! Since now we want to be
happy, since now we want to cocreate with the God, Our Creator.
− Dear God, our Father, retune our bodies, our cells, this is our
wish. We want unity. We want to join the eternal life, once and forever.
− We, your loving children, we appreciate You, our loving and
never offensive Father. Excuse us, your children. We are changing, we
are beginning to live!
And then global changes will happen to you. New, unusual organs
will grow. You will experience new unusual feelings.
∞ You will start to wake up. Hurray!
New thoughts and feelings will visit you, feelings of life. It will
seem to you that everything is alive: trees, buds, leaves in the trees will
talk to you, squirrels, quick hares, foxes or grass-snakes and serpents,
bears and fish, atmosphere, air all alive, and this is wonderful. You, only
you, at last you can feel this space inside you, which can convey these
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feelings to you. You will begin to understand, why animals became
wild, why you were irritated by insects and microorganisms.
∞ You will hear fish: it can talk.
∞ You will hear stars.
∞ You will feel the whole Universe and all the Universes.
∞ You will know the people living there and waiting for you.
∞ You, standing on the surface of the Earth, will be able to feel all
this. And I could bet, you will be so excited by these feelings, you will
experience such emotions, you have not been able to experience even in
your dreams.
∞ You will be connected to the Earth, to the entire Universe.
∞ We are waiting for you, you, our beloved brothers and sisters.
∞ We are all one Family. Family of God-people, creating LIFE,
BEAUTY, LOVE AND HAPPINESS!
Great changes will happen to the life of every person living on the
Earth. Someone will respond these changes, and some will follow the
old illusive principles. We do not blame such people. We love all the
people living on the planet Earth. But they must move and give place to
the others. Light children of the Earth, who accepted or are about to
accept these energies, this knowledge, this information. They are ready
to change themselves, their families, their country, and the whole Earth.
They will fill all the space on the Earth and beyond it with their selves.
They will pour the light which will make everything blossom and begin
to shine with all the colours of the Universe, Universes. These people,
and there will be many of them, will want to live, they will desire their
loving space. They will dance and pronounce the following:
− Dear God, CREATOR of the visible Universe!
− Dear Father!
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− We, your loving children, we strive for COCREATION with You.
− We want to be your dear friends.
− We want love.
− We want the entire Earth to blossom; we want everything on our
Earth to be excited, we want everything to dance in the dance of events.
Events, which lead to changes.
− We, your children, want to remove illusion from our lives, and
reveal the present now and here.
− We, your children, want to remove death; it does not exist
anymore.
− We, your children, want and take the responsibility.
− We, your children, take the responsibility for our lives. Nobody
can rule us.
− We, your children, acquire freedom.
− We, your children, bring the light, we bring it to our lives.
− We, your children, will provide the example for all the inhabitants
of this planet under the name Earth.
− We, your children, will provide the example for all the people on
the Earth to make them want to live. Such life takes your breath away;
every minute we are embraced with love. And then the only your desire
is to enjoy and to create. To create happy and beautiful life.
−We, your children want this from the bottom of our heart.
−We are light and happy, we create life in dance. Light, wonderful,
blooming life. You want to sing and dance of joy and overwhelmimg
emotions, light emotions, you want to dance, jump and love.
− Love with the whole your heart, whole body, and the whole
yourself!
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− This is wonderful and marvelous!
− Dear God, CREATOR, our loving Father!
− We, Your children, we warmly thank You.
− We thank You, from the bottom of our heart, we love You and we
know You, we already know You.
− THANK YOU, our beloved Father, THANK You for all you
have created and still creating for us. We love You and we will always
love You.
− We are Your children. Hurray!
Some time will pass and people will start to notice the visible
changes. These are the people, who accept this information or energies,
which they lack. They will start to create their own spaces, live and
dazzlingly beautiful. In their space there will not be any diseases, death
and aging They will rejuvenate their bodies, transferring them into the
eternal life They will join the God and everything existing. Their
children will be born God-humans and will differ from the other
children. The entire world will notice these changes: changes shown by
people. People who wanted to change. The whole world will rouse,
everything will be topsy-turvy. These wonderful events are about to
happen, and you, reading these lines, have to do your choice. The
choice: to stay in the circle of reincarnations and permanent fight for
your lives or to choose the eternal life, life in cocreation and creation
with the God.
∞ Life, which takes your breath away!
And you always exist in light, kind emotions, which take your
breath away so much that you want to live, create, write verses, which
can be transformed into a song, which is created with the God. This song
is the most beautiful, created with love, filled with joy and happiness,
Your cocreation with the God. This is so beautiful that you want to
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create life every moment, moment always filled with sense, the sense of
all existing, all created. It is difficult to describe, you can only perceive
and feel it, live it.
You are on the threshold of great events. You can already create
your own spaces with the God. You have energy and information,
rejoice, dance, move, never stop, never mark time – endless motion, you
will get used to it. You are becoming God-people. We congratulate you,
our beloved friends. All the Universes rejoice about you.
− Here you are, human, live, future or present God. Everything
depends on you. Nobody will make the God of you, except yourself.
− Only you.
− You can do the transition. Transition which will make a creator of
you.
− Creator, who will create his wonderful Universe.
− Universe in which everything has its own place.
− Universe which will revive and wink its eye to greet all the
existing Universes, and will join the creative bouquet of everything
created in cocreation of the human and the God.
− So, you have to decide if you want to stay in the old, worn and
exhausted state, or to get the state of the eternal I (I means you), eternity
and endless opportunities in your free creation and cocreation.
Information has always been given to you, in all the times. Someone
used it and someone was waiting, being unable to find the way out. But
the way out has always been there. We have always left the way out, but
you have never used it. And now in our time changes have started,
nobody will stay away.
− We wish you happiness, love, health. And you will always be
young.
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− We wish you to leave the circle of reincarnations.
− We wish you healthy children. Children, who take in their hands
and finish with the circle of illusion.
− We are waiting for you and want to embrace you, with all our
love, with all our light feelings.
− We want to embrace you, leaving you the choice, free choice,
given to you by the God, our loving and beloved CREATOR. He, your
Father, loves you very much and waits from you actions, at least the
smallest actions and some motion. He fills the entire Universe and all
the Universes, he started everything, which would make you move. You
will have to move. This motion contains life. Life which is always in
motion, creative, young, light, without jerks and decomposition, but with
lightness and joy. You move with love, creating with the God, so
young,, cheerful, light, happy for his children and always filled, without
any emptiness. He exists forever, he is always filled. He does not
contain any emptiness, because there is motion. He is always in motion,
correlating everything and embracing everything, creating always with
belief in you. He knows that everything created by him will be brought
to life. With love, with expectations he knows that every living thing
will come to HIM. And when you come, they will have a friendly
conversation, without any reproaches or instructions, simple, light, filled
with sense, all-embracing conversation. Conversation, which will stay
with you forever. He, our loving Father, loves us all and there are no
good or bad people. He knows each of us, and he is never indifferent.
He, our Father, has the same feelings as you, people, have. He is the
same as you, people, are. With one single remark. He gave us more than
he has himself.
− So it is, think it over.
Now, people, you all have the choice. It is high time. Time which at
the moment is collecting all the space, all the information, all the energy.
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Time which makes everything stand still expecting creation. Time which
was taken from you with lies and confusion. Now we are all able to
become Gods. We want to remind that we have always given you the
way out. Now everything is concentrated in the space, everything is
collected and the information will pour, energy is already on the Earth,
fills every corner of our beloved planet. The Earth is alive and it feels
changes and tries to warn you. You have to learn how to feel the Earth,
it is simple: let love into your hearts, you will feel the Earth with the
help of love. And not only this, you will hear the song of the Galaxies,
voice of the Universes and whisper of the Cosmos. It sounds unusual,
but it is so, everything is alive. Adam, Eve and their twelve children
have always felt the God. They have tried to teach you in all the times,
but if people hear their heart, they will have no problems. Learn to feel,
feel in the full sense of this wonderful word. Information goes through
feelings, communication of the worlds and the Universe goes through
feelings, communication with the God, our loving Father, goes through
feelings. Heart beats, showing you the importance of motion.
− If I, − heart says, − stop, you will die.
− I am your heart and I am always in motion.
Thus motion is life. When you stop you will not feel the rhythm of
the Universe any more. Energies and information are always in motion
and if you stand still how will you hear. Your heart is your assistant in
all the times. Heart is the link with all the worlds, with all alive. Learn
through your heart, communicate through your heart, your heart will
never deceive you. Your heart gives you full information. It gives, or
rather, creates the rhythm for you. You always pay attention to the heart.
But your attention is turned to the other side. You always complaint of
the heartache, heart insufficiency, of your weak heart. But it is not so,
your heart keeps to its, or rather, to your rhythm. It shows, that you
begin to fall behind the Universe, that you have to catch up, that you
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have to feel more. Feel the Earth, animals and birds on the Earth –flying
over your head they always show you that you have to live with
lightness and love, feeling everything alive from the worm to the ocean.
From the Earth to everything existing, embracing the whole Universe
and all the Universes. That is what your heart tells you. But you go to
the doctor, and take in medications, muffling your heart, muffling
information, muffling the God. The God, who set everything in motion.
The God, who tries to reacht you through your heart!
◦ Since the first Flood much time has passed. The first people, who
were born, have been in their spaces for a long time and the Earth has
been happy about it. It feels these people and does her best to help them,
embrace them with tenderness and care. Such God-people feel and know
the God, our Father. They know and feel all the Galaxies and all the
spaces. Adam and Eve and their twelve children tried to explain and
show people, but it was so difficult to explain it to people who did not
feel the God and the Universes any more. It seems to be so simple. It is
so easy to live and life is so wonderful that it takes your breath away.
But people created clans again, chose their rulers and started to die.
Although there is no death, but the seven told people about it and people
were listening to them. Persecutions, idolatry and maximum distance
from the God were back again. This distance created so called
information holes. People transformed into senseless machines, they
were easy to rule. Everything alive on the Earth tried to remind of itself,
of the God, of his thoughts, of his regrets, of you. It hoped and believed
that you will pay attention to him, to the Earth, and to all alive on the
Earth, and caress it with your love.
Adam and Eve and their twelve children by all means but without
force tried, hiding among you, tell you and show everything. But people
were unable either see or hear them. Then Adam, Eve and their twelve
children collected your souls under their wing to prevent you from
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decomposition, from the death of your souls. By all means they tried to
save you and lead from the circle of reincarnations. The seven were
waiting for all the people to fall asleep but Adam and Eve and their
twelve children never stopped, they sow seeds. These seeds or rather
springs rose you up and prevented you from sleep and insensitivity.
They warmed you and hid you from the seven. By all means they tried
to reveal the truth and love in you, being aware that when the person
loves, nothing can harm him. They have always been nearby, showing
you what happiness is, love and life, which never ends. That the Earth is
all alive, and everything on the Earth is also alive. You just have to feel
and everything will change and the seven will be helpless. But you
decided to stay in the previous state, or rather not all of you: some, there
are not many of them, left the circle of illusion, the rest did not want to
listen, they were not interested in changing themselves and surrounding.
The threat of flooding the Earth rose again. Again the Earth could be
deserted, without people and the most animals. She will feel pain again.
Everything can be repeated again. But Adam, Eve and their twelve
children are still living, embracing the entire Universe. They know that
there is no death; that the Earth will never stay alone, it will be warmed
by the Universes, that people will be back again, and they will descent to
Earth again, take everything to their hands, and start to give what
belongs to God-people.
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The second Great Flood and the
origin of the human race

◦ It happened exactly like this. The Earth became deserted again. It
went under water for the second time and again Adam, Eve, their twelve
children and all the Universes did not stand aside. They warmed and
raised the continents, prepared the Earth, their loving mother. They
collected all the microorganisms, animals, insects, water animals. They
animated the space around, warmed the Sun and all the planets around
the Earth, its assistants-brothers. Everything was taken into account up
to the smallest details. The Earth blossomed out again. It was shining
with happiness; everything was blossoming and shining as after winter.
The very Earth was shining and its light was seen far away. The light of
joy, love and happiness. The Earth felt young and beautiful. The entire
Universe and all the Universes were happy, seeing the changes that were
going on with their beloved Earth. The God and CREATOR himself,
going around the Earth, felt joy and incredible emotions which took his
breath away. Everything was shining and rejoicing in the dance, in the
universal dance of cocreation.
∞ It was so beautiful!!!
And again the Earth was greeting people with great love. Adam,
Eve and their twelve children greeted people; or rather they greeted
them through the clans. So was the beginning of the mankind for the
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third time. And again, Adam, Eve and their twelve children were
beginning to demonstrate the world-building with their own example.
People accepted their gifts with great joy. They took their land, about
one hectare, and created space, their space, which loved and understood
them, and gave them eternal life. Much time will have passed until the
seven will realize that it is time to return to the Earth. Meanwhile people
became creators and cocreators. The Earth was blooming, setting the
fashion for the whole Universe, for all the Universes. She was very
happy and full of love, created by her beloved sons and daughters.
When the Earth started to blossom and people turned into God-people,
Adam, Eve and their twelve children left the Earth for their spaces, to
their planets. Again they were like children, playful and cheerful; they
dealt with beloved creations in cocreation, worked out new projects with
all the Universes and brought them to life with our Creator.
∞ It was so wonderful!
∞ The entire Universe and all the Universes were shining with
unusual light, by which everything alive was enchanted.
∞ It was so beautiful, everything was in harmony. Everything
existed as a single unity: the Earth, the whole Solar system, the Galaxy
joined the other harmonic Galaxies, and these in their turn, joined all the
existing Galaxies, forming their own Universes and the dance of
harmony.
− It is a universal process. Can you imagine it?
Just imagine what feelings, senses, emotions God-people had. These
feelings overwhelmed their healthy bodies and filled every cell of the
organism with the animating energy. Energy, which can create the
Worlds. All the cells and organs have always been tuned to this dance of
the Universes, of everything existing. Cells and organs have always been
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in the universal information field. The God-human felt unity with the
Universe and with all the Universes. These emotions are impossible to
express. You can just feel, live them. Live in this harmony. The
harmony originating from a human. Harmony which was between a
wife and a husband, in the relations with their children, their relatives,
all the people, their planet, the Solar system, The Galaxy. Their Galaxy
and the other Galaxies. Their Universe and the other Universes. So it is
harmony and harmonic God-people. Feel, human, yourself, your body,
every cell of your organism.
− Can you feel, your organism is alive, it can think, help you as
your friend.
− You feel that you have the space, your own space and nobody can
enter it. You can write verses, think, create and feel in your own space.
Now there are the other spaces which you should treat with respect and
understanding, as the space of your wife, your children, your parents,
your acquaintances. You have to know how to live harmonically among
the people, treat them carefully, with great love. You cannot interfere in
the other spaces, as it leads to the misbalance, it is disrespect,
humiliation, it must not be like this. Even within your hectare of the
land, which is alive, and you started to feel it. Your wife and your child
also have their own spaces. And as a family you create the greater space,
which feels the Earth, the Galaxy, the Universe, our CREATOR, our
beloved Father. And through this space the Earth, the Galaxy, the whole
Universe and all the Universes can feel you. In such a way it works. It
was according to the idea of our CREATOR, our beloved Father.
Through your space, through your feelings, through your emotions,
through your love you can embrace everything that exists. And when all
this is included in you, the Earth, Galaxies, the whole Universe and all
the Universes will notice you. Our creator will notice you, although our
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beloved Father sees and knows you. He is like a sparkle of fire always in
motion, gathers speed to immense spaces, but manages to notice you, us
all, he embraces everything.
Nowadays the God-people on the Earth can be counted with the
fingers of one hand. But it is not forever. And when the information is
accessible and a human is ready for it, there will be hundreds, thousands
of them, millions of people and this process will be irreversible, people
all over the world will take part in it, everyone in his own way, but all
people will participate. We know it. We will give you all the
information, and with this information you will feel the energies you
have lacked before. Accept it with love, harmony and without haste and
disrespect for the other people. You have to treat this information and
the energies with feelings.
Be attentive to the others, do not show out. You have to be people in
the whole sense of this word. Do you understand it? That is the only way
of becoming the immortal God-human! We and our CREATOR, all the
people around want you to be God-humans. The God-humans radiating
light, power, love, and such creative things, which have been never seen
by the Universe or the Universes. You are all loved, and there are no the
first or the last among you, you all can be God-humans. Do you
understand it? We discussed it so much, do not sit motionlessly, take any
part. Start moving and you will be noticed.
It is so easy and simple to be happy, cheerful and loved that you
can only lift your hands. It is so easy that you can only smile. They have
always tried to confuse you to lead from reality, so that you were like
machines, which do not think about world-organization, and are busy
only with themselves, their own affairs, trying not to look, not to notice
the relations between a husband and a wife, children, people, relations
with your beloved planet, your beloved Solar system, your beloved
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Galaxy, your beloved Universe. You have always been led away from
these relations, because the seven knew that if you notice these relations,
nothing will be able to stop you, you will break the circle of illusion.
That is why this information was hidden from you. If you want to be
happy, cheerful and loved you have to make a step, to want changes To
change your senses. Senses of your relations between a husband and a
wife, the sense of love space between you.
∞ You are a couple, there are two of you, you will be happy
together, it will not go apart.
Your relations with the Earth, your beloved mother, sense of space
between you. Space of feelings, information, knowledge and love. Do
you understand it? You should have such a space in everything. With the
Cosmos, the Universe, the Universes. There cannot be any relations
between you without this space. You are tiny as a grain of sand, you can
be seen only with the help of a microscope, and some grains of sand are
so small that they are completely invisible. But when you have your own
space, you, grains, transform and begin to catch, to understand
everything: The Earth, the Cosmos, the Universe, all the Universes, you
become the part of the universal dance, or the bouquet of all and all what
exists now and will exist in future. You already become the Gods;
everyone can do it, irrespective of what human you are. We are equal to
the God. To sense and feel you do not have to strain yourselves but only
to have a desire to change, your own desire to change yourselves. And
when you want this, information will happen to you by different ways.
When you learn how to reveal this information, you will be so excited
that you will understand everything, you will remember who you are,
you will make a step and this step will be everything for you. Everything
you do not have any notion of, this step to joy and love. Love to
everything, to the whole space existing. In all the times people who got
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information and enclosed for themselves the entire space of the
Universes, got their own space, at first on the Earth (about one hectare
of the ground). They joined it and enclosed all the spaces of the
Universes. After that according to the desire, these God-people could
create. They were doing it in a dance, holding one another’s hands.
Their own Universe was their beloved planet. Planet, which can be
similar to the Earth, and can be different from it but with its own
mysterious spirit.
If only you could see this dance. Just imagine: a man and a woman,
holding each other`s hands, looking at each other and smiling, with great
understanding of the process started their dance. A man and a woman
started to whirl and speak aloud, their speech turned into verses, and the
verses sounded like a song which enchanted. If only you could see and
hear this song! The entire space on the Earth seems to shrink. It seems to
you that air, atmosphere, all the animals, everything on the Earth
participate in this dance, within their hectare of the ground. But this is
not all: the Cosmos, stars, the entire Universe strains itself and shrinks as
a single unity. Everyone and everything knows what is going on. It`s the
origin of the new house for the God-people, for this man and this
woman. One more Universe is appearing with its harmonic arrangement.
The Universe which was created in cocreation with the God, our beloved
Father, and a human, between a man and a woman. You, people, have
such opportunities, leave the circle of illusion as quickly as you can and
join the Universe. The space, permeated with love and care of you, your
CREATOR, your beloved Father.
After the second Flood of the Earth great changes started happening
to the people, people were listening to Adam, Eve and their twelve
children. They started to understand and to feel everything. They joined
the Universes, creating their own oasis in the Universe. It was like
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magic, so clear, light and harmonic, that took your breath away with
overflowing of emotions. Everything and everyone sounded in one
dance weaved by love.
− But why? Why? Why? Not to create this dance, human?
Why seven, just seven people, who strived for power, joining the
first, turned your head, confused you, led into illusion and showed you
their invention, called death.
− It is just funny.
Death, it does NOT exist, and it has never existed. Understand, you
are God-people and your thought is always fulfilled, perhaps in some
time, but it is fulfilled, because the whole space around is listening to
you and brings your desires true. If you want death you will get it, if you
want diseases get them. Just understand that your future, and not only
this, depends on your thoughts. You are the part of some single unity
unless you do not realize it. You can make a hole in this unity by only
your thought. Thought is such mighty power that you cannot even
realize it. It cannot be compared to anything. We repeated so many
times: you live like you think. We showed you the importance of a
thought. We created miracles for you. Moses showed you the miracles
of creation, but you decided that it is division, that people are different.
But it is not so. Jesus showed life by his own example, he rose from the
dead.
− Have you ever thought, why?
Because there is no death. Your bodies will be waiting for you until
there is any hope. Wait for you to return, but you created death for them,
for your bodies. That is why Jesus hasted to the dead. You deprived
your body and your organism of information. Your organism can be
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restored; every cell of your body is connected with the information. The
information, given to you by the CREATOR, our loving Father.
But you, and only you, lost your organs which provided lifesupport of your body and yourselves. Just understand that you and your
body is a single unity. Just understand, it is you, who gave the order to
your body to become disconnected from the God, and lost the link,
sacred link with the whole world, with the God, your beloved Father,
with the Earth, your Mother who bears you with all the Universes.
Besides, you contrived to blame the God in all your troubles. It is funny,
just funny. Do you understand? But our God and your beloved Father,
does not blame you. He knows that you can understand everything, he
will wink at you with care and love and will give you his hand. You
know this hand so well but you rejected it, listening to the fairy-tales of
the seven. If you wish (and as soon as you are forgiven) you can give us
your hand. It means that you are ready to accept the information. The
information which was hidden from you. And you must use your bodies,
all your cells during your life, you will get the eternal now and will
never die. You understand, you will never die, in the full sense of this
word, it`s not allegory, it`s the truth!
You and your bodies form the single unity, it`s the creation of our
CREATOR, our beloved Father. Body is the shelter for your soul. Soul
penetrates into every cell of your body, and body, in its turn, accepts the
soul. Your body does not exist without your soul, and your soul without
your body. We`ll provide you with an example to understand.
Soul is weaved by the CREATOR of the great number of cosmic
energies. And all these energies form the composition of the thought –
your soul; all your souls are unique and individual. Your consciousness
and you form your soul, your body is the part of your soul, the important
part of it, without body the soul is scattered. Body is the concentration of
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the soul. The soul is not somewhere in heaven. Your soul is you, your
body, it is your self here and now. Do you understand it? Here and now.
Think for a moment, are you always in now, this present time never ends
for all of you. Your body never grows old because your soul is always
young, feel the connection with your soul, it is you, your divine part.
Your bodies, all your organs, all the cells are constructed so that the
entire Cosmos, the entire Universe and the CREATOR are always
connected with the whole your body. The soul is the conductor of this
sacred connection. Think it over! But your souls are disconnected with
the entire space, with all the Universes, with the CREATOR. Your soul
lacks information; there is no information at all. Your soul is confused, it
does not know, but it feels, why your bodies grow old, fall suffer from
diseases, wear out, die, and your soul is forced to lose your divine body.
But soul cannot exist without body, understand it. We keep all your
souls constructed, so that they do not dissipate. We took this
responsibility, your responsibility. And you are born in your bodies
again, and your souls have their `house`, `temple` again. You must try,
understand that you are eternal. But you are again situated in the castle,
in the circle of illusion, you grow old, suffer from diseases, die again.
And again we hold your souls to prevent them from dissemination. We
lead you to the birth again, and give you information, when you are
within the body on the Earth. Again we collect you little by little. We
lead to the information. We showed you with our example how to live
without dying, how to create personal spaces, personal Universes, your
beloved planet. Many of you learned and connected yourselves to
everything existing, and got the everlasting now. The others did not
want to see the way out, stopped even thinking about it, went away from
the God, so much that turned into tiny invisible grains of sand. And they
are proud of that.
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− Funny, just funny.
But we do not blame you. We love you and have always loved you,
because love does not choose who to love, it just exists and tries to
embrace you, tries to reach you and you are always within its reach, and
it knows that you will notice it and let it inside you. And when you let it
inside your hearts and love yourself, your family, your Earth, your Solar
system, your Galaxy, your Universe, and all the Universes, love the
CREATOR, your loving Father, you will be connected to everything
existing and that will exist and acquire the eternal now, which does not
know what illness or death is. Try to explain to the eternal now, what
death is, it will never understand or accept it. Thus, your souls are
situated in the eternal now, you are situated in the eternal now, and your
bodies are also situated in the eternal now. You just have to understand,
believe in this law of the laws. You can become immortal during your
life and never face death, you can be connected to everything existing
and what will ever exist. It is not difficult, it is very easy. The seven will
not understand, what has happened to you. They will see the Godhuman, equal to them, who does not obey to the seven and never will.
You just have to believe. To believe without any doubts, believe in
yourselves, in your feeling and opportunities. To believe that you can
get the eternal now during this life. To believe in us. To believe in the
CREATOR, our beloved Father. You can believe. We know because
you are equal to us, God-humans. And when your faith cannot be
removed by the heaviest storm, the great changes will happen: at last
you will start feeling the spaces little by little, many spaces, and love
will settle in your hearts, and your body will remember about lost organs
and start to restore them, you will get the eternal now. Just understand,
your bodies are immortal, they were created immortal by the
CREATOR, our loving Father. He devised everything so that your cells
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know that they are immortal. They can feel as well as you can, know as
you know, cooperate as you do. They must always feel the link with the
CREATOR, our Father. They must feel everything ever existing. They,
your bodies, must always be tuned into the initial information, as well as
you, and in this case you just know. Know everything existing. You
know through feelings, emotions, love, the CREATOR, our Father. He
gave you everything, everything that exists and will exist. You do not
have to strain yourselves to learn, for example, the location of the
Universes or how to create the similar Universe. Or how to take your
loving space to your new house in the other corner of our immense,
fantastically multileveled Universe and Universes. All the information is
always within your reach, you just have to stretch your hand, and here it
is in front of you, so familiar and simple. You can take and use it with
love and smile with understanding of what is going on, with gratitude.
You can get any information and any cocreation. You cannot even
imagine what the God-human is capable of in cocreation with our
CREATOR, our beloved Father. You can create your own space here
and now, you have to love everything existing; let love into your hearts,
do not run away from it, it is always nearby waiting for you to pay
attention to it, when you merge into its space, the space of love. When
you are occupied with your troubles, your fears, your strains, you are too
far from the space of love. You are far from it and at the same time
close, you are wondering around and longing for bliss, prosperity,
wealth, but you do not realize that this and much more is the basis of
love. Love is energy; it is a live conscious being. It is wise, all sufficient,
it sparkles as white snow, rejoices, trying to wrap you with itself, to shut
you off the troubles, diseases, old age, pain, death, and give you more.
Give you the feeling of life, feeling of all embracing, feeling of love to
everything existing, feeling of endless joy, eternal life, eternal now. This
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is the basis of the basis. But you are trying to escape from love. It is
doing its best to hold you in balance. But you cannot accept its gifts. It is
so simple: you have to start communication with everything via love.
That is the state: at first you realize, then you use and enlarge your
space to unbounded. Love, love must settle in your hearts and penetrate
into every cell of your organisms. Then you will start to soar, you will
feel such lightness, you will feel like immortal creators. And these
feelings will wrap you with the eternal quiver of bliss, which creates the
worlds. Thus through love We always start communication with you,
always and in all times through love to everything holding the endless
space, We started communication with you. Only through love you can
create the whole space within yourself.
We will remind you as We have always done. There is the space
between a husband and a wife, between a man and a child or a woman
and a child, the space between a person and other people, your
neighbors, acquaintances, relatives, mothers and fathers. The space
between you and people all over the world. The space between you and
the whole Earth, loving woman, including earth beasts, they are also
included in the space. The space between you and the Solar system.
Further the space between you and your Galaxy, including all the stars
in your Galaxy. Then the space between the inhabitants of your Galaxy
and you. There are many planets in your Galaxy, they are inhabited by
the God-humans, and you must feel them in the common bouquet of
everything, and through the space, only through the space of love you
will feel them, know, communicate and even visit their places, if they
invite you. Besides there are millions of Galaxies, situated in the
Universe and in the Universes. You must also have all embracing space
with them. And within yourself you will have such feelings which will
help you to know, to sense, to feel the whole Universe and all the
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Universes. All the God-humans in their Galaxies and Universes. You
seem to embrace the whole space and all the spaces. It is so beautiful, it
is so broad and all-embracing and multileveled that you want to kiss our
CREATOR, loving and beloved Father. And thank him.
∞ So many spaces!
By the way, there must be the space between you and the
CREATOR, our loving Father. It turns out, that you have so many
spaces that it is impossible to count them. But in their turn the number of
the spaces permanently increases and has no end. To sense all the
bouquet of the spaces you will need the forgotten organs, you can grow
them. For this you have to connect to the God, our loving Father. We
have already mentioned how to do it. It is very simple, in the dance with
all the members of your family, you can do it outside, looking into each
other`s eyes, pronounce:
− Our dear Father, CREATOR of spaces and visible World, and
worlds, CREATOR of a human!
− We are tired of going within the circle of illusion and we are tired
of death.
− We beg your pardon, our loving and beloved Father!
− From the bottom of our heart we realize that we left you and
behaved like small children.
− We learnt all the lessons.
And now smile. Start with a smile, whirling in a dance with your
family:
−Our dear Father, we, your beloved children, we are tired of
growing old, suffering from diseases and death.
− We want to live, live and create, love and caress everything and
everyone.
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− From the bottom of our hearts we want to live in the eternal now.
− We want to join everything existing.
− Dear Father, connect our cells and us to everything existing, to the
initial information, to everything supposed to happen.
− Dear Father, we are your children! We are your children!
− Thank You, we appreciate You, our loving Father.
And then, dancing in the open air, on the Earth, under the sky and
the stars, you will feel burst of energy. This is the kiss of the God, our
beloved Father. He will kiss you and retune your bodies, cells, organs
and yourselves. Little by little you will feel changes inside you. But do
not give up. Everything is always in motion. You will get new organs,
except organs constituting your organism, and you will learn to feel the
eternal now, you will learn to feel our Galaxies and Us. You will realize
that everything is alive and you will feel this rhythm. Your bodies will
vibrate in this rhythm and you will sound in this rhythm and dance, the
common dance of the Universes. You will feel like the participants of
this dance. You reached the eternal now! And with joy we will feel and
accept you in the eternal dance. The dance which is filled with love,
feelings, happiness, joy, light emotions, joy of millions, billions of Godhumans. This dance never ends and new movements come into it and the
rhythm changes. Rhythm always changes; you can feel this Divine
rhythm and always move in the dance and in the Divine rhythm. It is so
vivid, so delicate, so modern and so beloved that it simply enchants you,
takes you and you try to hold on, you start to move quicker, with
inspiration, with all love, with all enjoyment, you enter the rhythm of the
common dance. This is the life of the eternal now! Life in cocreation
with our beloved Father. Life which takes your breath away and pierces
every cell of your live, loving, smart organism. These feelings can be
experienced by every inhabitant of the planet Earth. Every. We
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underline: everyone is capable of creating his own space for himself, for
his family, for his planet, for his Solar system, for his (our) Galaxy, for
the entire Universe, for all Universes. Everyone can join this rhythm,
this reviving dance, dance which takes your breath away! You can
enclose the spaces, through yourselves, with love to every space, and
information in the form of energy will fill you, and you will get
freedom, you will not contain voids, in the full sense of this word.
Reveal all the spaces inside you!
We approached the third Great Flood. Everything happened as it
was last time. The seven were back, or rather they were born to the Earth
with their plans as for the future of the Earth. We do not inquire why
they act like this. We just want to show you what the consequences of
the closing information and escape from the God are. We do our best
enclosing different types of information and connecting you to it. We
saw one appropriateness that not all the people want light, life, space,
love. Many, on the contrary, want drama and death in their lives. They
do not want to leave the circle of illusion. We just cannot realize it, do
not you want to live in cocreation with the God, with everything
existing. Do not you want to love and to be loved? Do not you want to
enjoy every moment of this life so much that you cannot express it in
words; you can just feel, live these moments. These moments are filled
with happiness, joy, confidence, love. But many people, for some
reason, do not want to return to happiness and acquire the eternal now,
and never die. We do not reveal all the details of these people`s lives in
all the times. Many people became God-humans and lived on their
hectares. These people were loved by all the spaces. These God-humans,
by their wishes, dissolved their Earth, their families and brought them to
the other planets. And the rest did not follow their examples, even did
not think about it, they were given the illusion and they were following
it obediently. They created empires, chose leaders, but did not want to
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think themselves. They wanted somebody to think instead of them, they
depended on their leaders. They did not feel the Earth any more, created
mechanisms similar to space shuttles. They fought for the empires. They
died, suffered from diseases. There was a difference, their life was
longer than yours. A body still remembered, that there is no death; it was
moving in the stream of the Universe, but people could not feel any
more, destroying themselves, each other, they did not feel the world.
They were killing each other, without seeing the space or all the spaces.
People were told: to survive you must kill. That there is not enough
space for all on the Earth. Women in tribes were often killed. If they had
children, they were taken away and taught death, murders and barbarity.
There were not happy people on the Earth any more; all of them lived in
the permanent fear to be killed. Thus the seven fulfilled their plans, and
people were listening to their fairy-tales and brought them to life. If only
for a single moment people could think that their life is absurd and
understand with their hearts that everything can be changed. Bu it was
the seven`s will and people always listened to the tales of the seven, and
it happened so as the seven planned. People, who listened to their hearts,
were already in their spaces on their planets, in their star systems, which
were created in the act of inspiration between the God and a human.
They were at home and observed with pain in their hearts what was
going on on the Earth, their beloved planet. There were no God-humans
on the Earth any more, there was no example: how to create the personal
space, how to avoid death, how to love and live in a couple, loving each
other and your beloved planet. How, having created the space in the
other corner of the Universe and Universes, to move to these spaces
easily, in a game. And it was the most interesting, Divine, light and
favourite game of a human and the God, our beloved Father. You want
to talk about this game again and again, and we want you and your
hearts to feel the essence of this game, this is so beautiful and takes your
breath away with the lightest senses, that it is even difficult to imagine.
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We have always shown and taught you how to create and be free. But
you have chosen the other, illusive way, and We have always been near
you, trying to explain, to show, to demonstrate the sense of life. We
were beside you when you were being killed, and We greeted you in the
other world, explained you, gathered you and showed you the possible
life, and sent you back to the Earth. As a matter of fact, there is no death
for you: when you leave your body, you look at it in surprise. You are
always in the solid body – We created the copies of your bodies for you
in the other side, because soul exists only in a body, without a body it
can be broken into a number of energies and simply disappear. We will
not tolerate it. Your seven thin bodies are always with you, and after life
you exist in them, as in the cradle. And you realize that there is no death,
it`s just fiction. For a moment you can see the other worlds and the
picture gets clear, but in these worlds, spaces, life exists only in bodies,
immortal bodies, physical bodies. Then you can take a decision to go
to the Earth again, and it does not matter if you are going to be born a
male or a woman. And on the Earth you need to get your own space and
become immortal in the body, in your physical body, because there is no
death. Get your own space, love, and then also happiness, joy and
eternal now. And we meet you on the Earth, give you information,
knowledge. Why? Because you (not all of you) begin to enter the circle
of illusion, and if your soul cannot find its own way in this cycle of
reincarnations , we are not able to keep your bodies as well, and these
souls are scattered around the Universe, Universes. We cannot collect
them. But there is also a way out. Our CREATOR is like a magnet for
such souls. He can collect you from all the corners of the Universes and
you have to be born again. But if your souls do not find the way out
again and merge in grief, the God, our beloved Father will be able to
explain you, you will not hear His voice. That is why, We are trying to
prevent it and live with you, in your cities, in your countries, in your
world, work in your benefit, and in the benefit of the entire Universe, all
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the Universes. Our God created us in the physical body, in immortal
body and we have to be in this body – this is our temple, temple of our
soul, my dear. It is true that bodies can be changed by increase of the
vibration of every cell (you will get this function), but you are always
within your body. We can live only in such a way. We are all mistaken:
both those people who live only in their bodies and the wise people who
look for this life somewhere in heavens. They think that when they leave
their bodies, the paradise life will begin, it is not so, as you can only
peep at the life and cocreation of God-humans. But you can touch only
when you are in the physical body, here on the Earth, having created
your own the most beautiful oasis, at about hectare of Earth. And having
accepted the space, you can feel and understand the entire Universe, all
Universes and take part in the most beautiful dance ever, in bright,
creative, dance of cocreation of all the Universes and every God-human,
existing here and now. There, to these spaces, We are trying to take you
all to these spaces , but you like little children, do not look, do not feel,
do not read, do not study, do not recognize us and our examples and
tasks. We care for you as for children, but you are not children, just
understand that you are people with great potential, with huge unlimited
potential. Grow older, to begin with, take the responsibility of your life,
your family, your planet. After that your responsibility will be
broadened: Galaxies, Universes, then happiness, joy and love. Try to
approach this state! You have to see, to feel, to hear, to know, to want
changes, and this process will be irreversible for you. Little by little you
will start entering this state here and now! This is always live, creative,
cheerful, happy, filled with love state. The state without fear, pain,
diseases, death. The state in which you need nothing, because everything
is within your reach, you can just stretch you hand and you will be given
everything you thought of. Thought in cocreation with the God and
Spaces of all. You will never be alone. We showed you that life is
endless, that it never ends with the “death” as many of you think. You
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learned that even there you have your consciousness and physical body.
Then we wanted to teach you to use your physical bodies.
Physical body is live, clever, created by the God, multileveled
temple. This is the Divine temple you live in and you cannot exist
without it (you can just for a short period of time, with the help of
thought, keep your soul in the accurate state, but this time is
terminated), you always need a body , so that you could be accurate and
concentrated here and now. Your body is designed so that it can always
feel, tune, and widen, if it is necessary. But these are not all the abilities
of the body, you can travel to all the corners of Universes with the help
of your body.
− You will ask how? It is very easy.
Your body is always (if you are connected to the CREATOR, our
Father) in communication with everything existing in present and in
future, and the Cosmos and Universes are compressed, and you can feel
everything via your body; your body is a kind of aerial always tuned into
the space, the other spaces, the Universe, the CREATOR, our loving
Father, and your body knows how to pass to the necessary place. You
could think it is strange that we are talking about your body, not about
yourself, but We are trying to bring you to the understanding of the unity
of your body and soul. Your body is as clever as your soul, your body
contains all the information of Universes. You are within the body, your
consciousness and your soul are within the body (consciousness and soul
are inalienable). That is why, everything that your body knows, you also
know and vice versa. You and your body form a single unity, so do not
tear it and do not divide it into a body and a soul, they are not different,
they form one unity. We have always underlined the connection of a
body and a soul, but you have always tried to divide these indivisible
things. The God created the visible Universe and a visible human. Do
you understand, a visible human? Your physical body is yourself, it is
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your soul, or your consciousness, compressed in one place here and
now. Look at your body, what is this like? It is a reflection of yourself, it
is your essence, and you perceive each other looking at the bodies.
Someone is god-looking and someone is not, and you read this
information from the body. The closer you are situated to the God, to the
information, to the space, to all the Universes, the more your body
changes, it becomes more harmonic, beautiful, graceful, flexible, selfregenerating and always young. Your body is the indicator of your
harmony with everything existing: the closer to the God you are, the
more beautiful, attractive and harmonic it is. And when the person is
connected to everything existing, his body can let through it light and all
the spaces, it seems to soar and the laws of gravitation influence it in the
other ways. And if you look in such person`s eyes, you will see the
entire Universe and the initial information. These God-humans are very
beautiful and harmonic, filled with cocreation, creation, love, joy and
happiness. Their houses, or rather planets, are very beautiful and loved
by them. They communicate with their planets, they cooperate with
them. Their star systems are well designed and harmonic, they fill with
beauty the bouquet of the created star systems, and in their turn a
number of stars finish their bouquet composition, and you call this
composition a Galaxy and we call it the Universe. Why? Because these
beautiful, harmonic God-humans in cocreation with our loving Father
take into account everything existing in present or in future. In this
Universe everything is collected and interwoven so that there is nothing
obsolete and lacking, there is love and light, joy and happiness. Every
God-human wants to create his own beautiful and harmonic Universe
with his own space, its spirit, which will delights everyone so much that
you want to live. To live full life. And you, future God-humans, in your
present bodies can create the similar Universes, with their own spirit,
may be a bit different, and set the fashion for the other Universes.
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− So.
We are looking forward to it. And your bodies take part in it,
bringing to every cell of your body vivifying, creative, always changing
energy of light and all the planets in the Universes. Think and believe
that every cell of your body, of your organism performs a great and
creative work conducting the lightest vibrations of the energies. You
must know it. You can ask, why? Because this is the very life, motion
and happiness, without this motion and participation of the cells motion
stops and “darkness” comes, emptiness, lack of absent organs, diseases
(it happens because you don`t progress as God-humans) and there comes
death which does not exist. But when you are in motion, in the
information stream, in connection with the God, our loving Father,
death, diseases and darkness do not exist for you. Everything and
everyone is always in permanent motion. The motion, which creates
universal harmony. Your physical bodies can increase vibration,
frequency and become permeable and so pure both inside and outside,
that you do not have any physical barriers. A body seems to pierce the
barriers without delay. The molecules of your bodies seem to embrace
the physical, solid obstacle, seem to kiss it, it is so harmonic. Your cells
can dissolve at your will. Water seems to evaporate from the cell and
turn into the other state (etheric). The body dissolves and in the physical
sense it is not visible, it seems to disappear, but you control your body
without fear (there is nothing to be afraid of, the God and his strong
hand is near you). You, at your will, in the creative burst, can assemble
it in any place, both on the Earth and beyond it. You can also dissolve
your hectare of land and assemble it in the other corner of the immense
Universe. Your body can feel live organisms on the Earth, if these are
microorganisms or bigger animals or fish, you can feel them and know
what they feel, and if it is necessary, soothe them with your love. You in
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your bodies can fly, like birds in the sky and over the sky, so high that
there are only space shuttles.
◦ Ask how?
It is very simple: increasing the vibrations of your body, break the
laws of physics, there is no gravitation for you anymore and your bodies
will fly, rise over the Earth. Your flight will not be spontaneous. At your
thought air will compress and push you with the necessary force both as
you wish, up and sideway.
◦ You can ask, what is it in the Space?
We will answer you with joy and creativity. The space around you
can change at your will, for example: you wished air, the currants bush
with a piece of soil and a tiny brook were with you. You create the live
space around you. All these things can rise with you higher and higher:
there is air which pushes you, and which you use for breathing, there is a
bush of currents which will feed you if you are hungry, and the brook
which gives you water, if you are carried away by your short travelling
beyond the Earth, or rather, over it, in the Space. You can say that it is a
wonder, and We can say that it is the cocreation of the human and the
God, our loving Father. Just imagine what live romance this is. You
invite your future wife to have a walk in the Space, about five hundred
or a thousand kilometers (by the way, the Space is also live and it will
greet you with joy) for an hour, to look at the Earth, our beloved Mother,
without any attempts or time, and then smoothly descend to the Earth.
Not everyone can accept this information, but We do not want to hide
anything from you, We just tell you that you are God-people and you
can do everything, that you are in love and cocreation with our loving
Father. Do you understand it? You have been long deprived of
information, it is high time to learn everything and become free and
happy. We accept this information with ease and love. And each of Us
can use this information, at our will. To use means to change it
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physically. Such are your bodies. Physical body can be dissolved and
assembled in its initial state. It can become transparent and you will feel
how information and energy go through it; these feelings are so live that
you feel that you are the part of everything existing. Your body can get
younger, change and broaden, at your will. Your body is the wonder of
the God`s thought, your loving Father. It goes without saying that all the
lost organs or limbs can grow again, that there is nothing frightful for
your body, within a moment it can block the places of injury and
reanimate them without any pain. You will just feel a slight discomfort.
But it is not all yet. Our bodies are waiting for us on our planets, in our
star systems, in our Universes, while we are born to the Earth to fulfill
the given tasks. When we want to leave, we can dissolve our body on the
Earth and with this energy enter our immortal body, on our planet, our
eternal body which has never died. We can dissolve our bodies on our
planets, assemble them on the Earth, and you will be able to see us in
our initial bodies. We can do everything, what we want; there are no
barriers for us. And we always want each of you to get such freedom.
We nurse you. You complaint to us that you have some drama in your
life, that you suffer from diseases, that your relatives “die”, and We are
always with you, We warm you, We sympathize you, We love you, and
We always-always-always in all the times tell you, show you, explain to
you, demonstrate you with examples, when you let us show them, and
when you drive us away, we do not leave. We write books and give this
information in the books. We create temples and work with the servants
of the temples, and they, in their turn, with you. Through the icons in
temples, We demonstrate our love to you. We embrace you with our
love in the temples, and you leave the temples saying: how light I feel
and the sun is shining, The Earth is beautiful, and you want to live, and
then you go home and throw away this love (not all of you) and you feel
bad again. And again you go to the temple and ask: give, give, give, and
again we give you our love, energy, it fills you, and you feel well again.
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But We want you so eagerly to increase love to yourself, reveal its wells
in you, and begin to love yourself, your family, your acquaintances,
people you meet, the Earth, the sky, the stars, the Universes and become
self-sufficient people who do not ask but create themselves, create with
the God, create with all the God-humans. That is the sense of the
temples, which we created for you when you drove Us away. But you
understood less and less this information We are about to give it to you;
it becomes smaller and smaller, it became so tiny that priests in the
temples (not all of them) do not hear Us, this information is strange for
them, they cannot accept it any more, filled in their dogmas and they
teach you these dogmas.
◦ It is funny, just funny.
But all the same we love everything in the temples, that is why you
become lighter there, this is our love to you, love of our Father, loving
and forgiving. We go around the Earth searching for the sources of
information. As soon as We reveal it, read your information, your
planet, our beloved Earth, you can perceive it through us. That is why
we move much around the Earth and advise it to you. We push you,
creating motion for you to live. You just have to pay attention in the life
routine, in you illusive routine, and see the light of life, accept this light,
accept love, giving it away, moving, growing and widening. This
widening never ends, We also permanently widen, this is so beautiful
and vivid, something always weaves into the common rhythm like a
beautiful flower and the dance becomes more beautiful. Someone can
pay no attention to this live, vivifying information. Someone can express
his own viewpoint and does not believe. Bu many of you will accept this
information with your hearts, with every single cell of your organism,
and will break the circle of illusion. Having broken it, you leave the way
out for the others , demonstrating with your own example how it is never
grow old, never die, how to cocreate your own space, loving space on
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your land, at (about) one hectare of land with your beloved girl, who is
the personification of femininity, beauty and harmony. You with your
darling and with your children, if you have them, will create your own
space, with which you, at your will, can leave for your own Universe,
star system, your round planet, created in the act of cocreation with the
CREATOR, our loving and forgiving Father, called harmonically by
yourself, and it is so light and solemn. This game is the most exciting,
the most creative game, in which your emotions, your feelings, your
wishes, your senses, your love are at their top and your bodies take such
vibration and frequency that they start to radiate light, piercing
everything around. We hope you understand that these tales about UFOs
are the misrepresentation of the information, of the facts. But soon
people will see this light with their own eyes, and then their eyes and
they will witness how their neighbors, having created their own space,
leave in light in cocreation with the CREATOR, our beloved Father, for
their planets, their star systems, their Universes. And then they will not
be able to call such events mystic or UFO. It will be an impuls for
understanding, widening and creating your own space. Can it be
different?
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The third Flood and the origin
of the human race

◦ So our tale has approached the third flooding of our beloved
planet, named the Earth. It is so pity and not clear (everything is clear, of
course), but sometimes you do not want to understand the event in
progress, as if it never happened. But to our great regret it all happened.
And again the Earth was deserted, it left without its beloved children,
animals disappeared from the surface of the Earth. And again,
everything is repeated as millions years ago. And We, God-humans,
have to observe all these events from our planets. And again We greet
you there, explain everything to you and prepare for the future settling
of our beloved planet Earth. We love it so much, and it, just realize it,
she wants to become the most beautiful in all the Universes. She is alive,
and she is a Woman, with the capital letter. And she, as any woman,
wants to be beautiful, feminine and loved, wants to be cared, wants to be
clad so well that all the Universes could take her as an example. But you
cannot feel not only the nature, animals, weather, but also your mother
Earth. We showed you so much how, but you (not all of you) do not
notice, do not feel, do not worry and do not care. Just understand, you
cannot feel your own planet. Planet, created by the CREATOR, our
loving Father, in the burst of inspiration. You cannot even imagine, what
his creations mean to us. All the other planets We created them in
cocreation with the CREATOR, our beloved Father. But the Earth is
created by our Father, loving and beloved and forgiving. Do you
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understand it? Do you understand, why your and our beloved planet
must be clean and beautiful, there must be animals and you, people.
You, men and women, your children. Only on the Earth you can get the
eternal now. Only on the Earth you can create the space for yourself and
for your family, within (about) one hectare of land, this space becomes
ours. This space is multileveled. All the Universes and all the Godhumans know about this space. Because you become visible for them.
Our loving Father feels and understands you through this space. Even
without it He knows you and tries to understand. But only through this
space you become equal or even friends with Him. You are beginning to
sense, to feel, to see through time and space. Only when you are in your
spaces, you cannot die. This space is always with you, wherever you go.
It is multileveled and feels you. Wherever you are it tries to support you.
Do you understand it? You create your space in love, it is always with
you. Even if you give it to your children and other people with great
love you will not stay alone. Your space will support you and your
children. It will try to support you. Everything is connected: the space of
the Earth, your hectare of the Earth including your space, with all the
other spaces on the other planets. All these spaces have connection,
relative connection. When you give or present your space, you are
always protected by the other spaces. Every space gives only a particle,
and each by small particle, and you will find yourself in the entire space.
And you can, taking (about) one hectare of the Earth, create loving and
loved space for yourself and for your family again and again. So
everything is in motion, even the space.
Time passed. According to our standards this is like a moment,
because We live forever. According to our standards approximately a
thousand years (approximately, because time runs differently, and
Einstein provided you with the examples). The Earth revived again. Or
rather it never died, but just imagine how she suffered from pain when
you acted like this. But she was not left alone. We all warmed her and
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gave our love to her. We took care of the Earth and inhabited it. We
checked all the microorganisms, both in soil and in the air. We checked
all the fauna in the rivers, seas and oceans. If they lacked something, We
brought it from the other planets. Forests, rivers, air, microclimate,
everything, everything and everything was taken into account and felt by
us. We were talking to the rivers, seas, oceans, lakes, to the whole Earth.
And we got the full information about their state, that for example, have
to be created or simply brought to the Earth by space ships. Yes, by
space ships. Almost every family of God-humans has their own space
ship and the size of this ships depends on this family`s necessities of life.
But when families called the council and worked out the plan of
founding settlements on the Earth, then bigger ships could be built. We
put everything in order. We brought things by space ships or dissolved
them in one corner of the Universe and then assembled them on the
Earth. In such a way We brought forests, some mountains and
landscapes, or the lake Baikal (this lake is not the creation of the
CREATOR, but about the Baikal lake we will talk later on). It took Us a
thousand years to bring animals by space ships. The Earth was beautiful,
feminine, graceful and playful. And again We were born to the Earth
and We greeted you and showed you the world order with our examples.
And again We created spaces on the hectares of the Earth and showed
you the sense of these spaces. It is all for you. At first you were children
but then you turned into masculine and feminine adult people with their
own spaces, you became self-sufficient people, who could contribute to
the global plan of all the Universes. This was the time of hard thinking.
We were thinking how to prevent the seven from interfering into our life
again. We knew about their plans, We even knew the time of their
arrival. And again our task was to prepare people, you, to meet them
properly. We took a decision about settling of the continent Atlantis and
We decided to make it the basic continent.
◦ What does it mean?
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On this continent there was fertile soil, We gave much time and
love to this continent. There was the first, after the Flood, settlement of
people and this continent was independent. We decided that all the
spaces of God-humans created in Atlantis were always used, that is the
whole continent was gradually divided into hectares and was turned into
the most beautiful place on the Earth, in the entire Universe. Happy and
immortal God-humans lived there. When the continent was entirely
settled, the God-humans created their spaces on the other planets, in
their star systems, but their hectares stayed on the Earth, they gave them
to the other people, creating new ones for themselves and for their
families. Thus, Atlantis was the most developed continent of Godhumans. When the seven were back, they could not realize for a long
time why the vibration of the Earth was so high, and could not find the
right method to approach the continent. They just could not come close
to it. People lived all over the Earth, gradually moving away from
Atlantis. And as they were supposed the seven tried to divide the Earth
again, but nobody was listening to them, as Atlantis was leading the tune
of the melody – there were the roots, the platform for the whole planet
Earth. The seven used different tricks but all in vain, people were not
listening to them. It was the happiest time on the Earth. People were
Gods, equal to the seven, that is why the seven could do nothing, they
just attacked sometimes, but nobody noticed it.
About one million years according to your chronology passed. Why
according to yours? Because time runs differently. Then time was
moving in unison with all the Universes, in unison with the CREATOR.
There was one rhythm of the hearts. All people felt one another and
were absolutely happy, cheerful and lived in love. Our planet flourished,
she was so beautiful, that even the loving Father paid her a compliment.
Everything was moving in a single rhythm, but the seven did not want to
give up, they had a plan. The plan they were proud of. But all the same
nobody noticed them. Thus, they decided to create their own continent
on the Earth, which would oppose Atlantis and it would be just a
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memory of those times (as they thought). The seven conquered the part
of Africa and started settling. And again they deprived their children of
the information and put them into the circle of illusion. But it was just a
small corner of the Earth, tiny and insignificant patch, nobody wanted to
care for it. All of them were involved both in their own projects and in
the global wonderful projects. And for a long time this small patch did
not spread. There were occasions, when the seven could not keep their
people and they became God-humans. They saw, felt the truth,
originating from the Earth and the continent of Atlantis.
And again, people, you have hearts, they are your assistants, listen
to them, feel them, and know them, then nobody will lead you astray.
We have always been trying to reach your hearts, in all the times, in all
the ages. We kept connection with you through your hearts. We showed
your hearts the other life of the eternal now. That is why your hearts
push you to the search of the better, happy, cheerful space (PARADISE
on the Earth). When you roam in the circle of reincarnations, your hearts
start to suffer from diseases, breaking the rhythm, and do not feel the
common rhythm any more, you separate. But your hearts remember,
remember, that there are happiness, joy and love. Love, which have
never left you, it is always by your side, but you take no notice of it. It
tries to move you, penetrating into your heart and your body, but you
and your bodies have lost your vibrations, you feel love as pain in your
organs, especially in your heart. You feel pain in your heart and think
that this is a disease. Your organs prompt you what to notice, but you do
not feel it. You go to the doctor, lie onto hospital bed and begin to feel
sorry for yourselves. But if you, just for a moment, paid attention to the
pain in your body, you would realize that it is the call of the God, Us and
our love to you. We all try to talk to you, giving you information
through your heart. And your diseases are not diseases at all. You extract
your organs by surgical way, because the communication reached a
deadlock, you and your body cannot perceive the energy of
communication, energy of love, energy of the Father, our CREATOR.
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You have lost this communication, and your body as well. And what
happens then? You begin to cry, fear, fall ill and die. But if you heard
for a moment Our voice, the voice of the love energy and the voice of
our loving Father, and decided to change, change your family, change
your planet, create your own space, learn how to feel, to know, catch the
cosmic rhythm, what disease you are talking about. Our organisms will
be subjected to the vivid, vivifying, burning but not harmful process. To
your doctors` surprise you will not only get rid of your diseases but also
grow the lost organs, and you will feel time here and now, you will
never die in your physical bodies again. Hospitals will be empty and
doctors will be unemployed. Think it over. You cannot just accept this
information, but also use it properly. And if the eyes of people suffering
from a disease or being about to be operated can begin to see, and soul
with body feel, there will start motion in your organisms. You need just
the energy of understanding to get rid of your disease and your organs,
even at the verge of operation, got the initial state. And how doctors will
be surprised? And what example will you provide, being in
understanding and faith! Just understand that disease does not exist. This
disease is invented by you and your perception of the spaces. The seven
are proud of this invention. They know that if the information is closed
and concealed from you, you will invent diseases and death. Death does
not exist, there are also no diseases. We are surprised that you have not
realized it yet. As soon as you stop pitying yourself. As soon as you take
the responsibility of your life, of yourself, of your family, of your
beloved family, to begin with. As soon as you start creating, feeling your
own space, and through this space feel numerous spaces, then your
bodies and yourselves will be changed. You are connected to everything
existing, to the entire space, to all the spaces. And it means that you are
starting to live. There is no death for you and for your body. The eternal
life is beginning, which will never end! That is why your heart suffers
from pain and fast heartbeat or heart insufficiency or heart failure. Your
heart knows and feels freedom, the freedom of your choice. It knows
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that there is no death but there are happiness, joy, love, Our love, and
love of our CREATOR, our loving Father. The organs of your bodies
want to sense the spaces of the Universe instead of your thoughts about
money, and the ways to earn them, or about someone who offended you,
who is wealthier in the country and about the bad president and
government, how young is the popular actress`s new husband and that
they are completely insane. You understand that the whole your soul
wants to join life. The whole your soul wants from you Divine thoughts
and meditations. Male or Female (with the capital letter) relation to each
other and to the strangers, and to the Earth, to all the Universes and
Galaxies, and to our loving Father.
◦ Do you understand it?
We want to note that you did not want to hear the truth from us. We
represented it differently and by all the ways possible. But you! Perhaps
it is high time to stop dying! Let us live!
So Atlantes lived here and now. Oh, what time it was for them, for
the Earth, for the Universes, for the CREATOR, our loving Father. The
Atlantes considered themselves God-humans; they felt their own space,
the spaces of the other God-humans, the spaces of the Universes,
Galaxies, star systems, and the space of your beloved and loving Father.
They felt the entire Earth, They knew it, They felt the entire Universe
and the Universes of the others. They felt, knew and behaved properly
with our loving Father. It was not the civilization in the sense you are
treating the Atlantes nowadays. It was the life of God-humans here and
now. These were the people, who knew and loved the whole cosmos, all
the stars, all the Universes. They loved each other, their families, and the
families of the others, their land (about one hectare) and the Earth
altogether. The Atlantes did not create machines or technical devices,
they did not need them. Everything they wanted was to feel, to love and
to be happy, and to make the whole planet Earth, the whole cosmos, star
systems and the Universe happy. So that everyone could live in unison,
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in one rhythm, in one dance, if it is necessary, in one creative, vivid,
light, all embracing project, which was creatively worked out and
designed. So are the Atlantes, they are, because they are God-humans
and never die. When the time came, They left with joy but with great
regret for their beloved planet. They dissolved themselves and left for
the other beloved world, to their own spaces. They loved every tiny
insect on their Earth. They communicated with each other with great
respect and love. They managed to oppose the seven with the force of
their love.
Much time passed in the Earth chronology. The regions of Africa
started growing according to the plans of the seven. The seven did their
best to inhabit the regions of Africa with the people deprived of the
information. These people started to die and entered the circle of
illusion. These people were told that there is death, murders, famine,
marauding, that they had to conquer and control the whole world, the
whole planet. As before there were created clans. There were the rulers
of the clans, and one of these was the chief. The chiefs used to gather
together and discuss the plans of the seven. There were even
confrontations of the seven. The seven used all the ways possible to
reach their plans. They needed just a small number of people deprived of
information to start the plan. Then people started settling, and spreading
they created their own clans with their rulers. The continent of Africa
was gradually settling by the clans of people who had lost the truth, but
the truth was always near them. We have never left you. On the African
continent, conquered by you, We tried to enclose you the truth, showing
you the God-humans, their ability to feel the whole Earth, all the
Universes. We came out to those who opened their hearts and took them
with us. The seven were unable to prevent it. But they could tell you that
We are non-humans, and We are to be killed, removed from the Earth.
And you were listening to them and did not even object. You fulfilled
their plans, trying to kill us. But We did not die even in our physical
bodies. There is no death for us. We just disappeared, dissolving, and
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assembled ourselves in the other place, you called it witchcraft, magic.
Magic and witchcraft which do not exist, as well as wasting diseases or
incantations, which started to put their seeds in your soul. You were
filled with death, diseases, incantations, spells and so on. But you, at
least a bit, did you listen to your heart? If you did, you would understand
everything and break the circle of illusion, which was about to be
locked. Some regions of Africa were inhabited by people who were
afraid of Us, they suffered from diseases, died, lost their happiness, joy,
did not feel love, they were stuck in prejudices and deeds cunningly
arranged by the seven. Thus, the first stone was thrown into the water,
and the wave from this stone will flood the whole Earth not only with
water but also with lava, burning lava, which will rise from under the
Earth. For the first time burning lava will boil water and it will burn all
the life on the Earth and near it. Atlantis, our favourite continent on the
Earth, will go under water with all the hectares of the Earth, with its own
space and with all the spaces. It went under water to come back again in
proper time with its amazing energy (information) and fill the holes on
the surface of the Earth, and then you will see and feel the spaces which
connect you with the God, our loving Father, with all the God-humans,
with all the Universes, and the seven are unable to add or to take
anything. The continent of Atlantis is thoroughly guarded by Us, We
will never let anybody to its territory. The people of Africa, gradually, as
in other times, learned how to use iron, wheel, electricity, explosive
devices more dangerous than today`s. They had flying ships which
moved using magnetism instead of fuel. And gradually they began to
move to the other regions of the Earth, conquering the lands, which
belonged to the God-humans, devastating their lands, their gardens,
killed their animals, and as they thought God-humans. But the Godhumans could dissolve and then assemble themselves wherever they
wanted, create their Galaxy, their own Universe. That is why they left
their beloved Earth with pain in their hearts, pain about the Earth. Pain
about you, their “children” with weapons and planes. Up to the end They
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were trying to explain and to show you the other life. Life filled with
sense, happiness, joy, love, which is always beside you, and you do not
notice this pleasant burning inside and outside you. Thus, little by little,
you were conquering your land and the lands of other happy people.
This “war” lasted for a long time; We cannot even call it war, as you
were struggling against yourselves. We did not fight against you. We
dissolved in the space and dissolved our worlds, some of Us left their
lands to you to think over. Because the lands owned by the God-humans
contained the space and were very beautiful. The God-humans hoped
that you looking at the beauty of their lands, will be able to feel love in
your heart. Love to everything existing. But you with all the coolness
and beastly rage trampled down the Earth, burned everything, stubbed
the trees if any left. Thus, little by little you were conquering your native
Earth. We saw and understood, that this process is irreversible, that you
will never stop, you do not listen to us, just to the seven, and you were
moving around the Earth and conquering everything. And again, do you
understand, as in the previous times, you refused happiness and love.
Many of us left for our spaces on our planets, but some of us stayed with
you. You conquered the whole Earth, but you did not manage to conquer
the continent of Atlantis, you could not even step on its territory. We
with our beloved Earth, in cocreation with the God, our loving Father,
sank the continent with all the spaces of the God-people to the bottom of
the Atlantic Ocean. All these spaces, energy and information were
conserved. When the time comes, We with our beloved Earth, in
cocreation with the God, our loving Father, will raise the continent of
Atlantis to the surface, at the same place, We will deconserve it, open all
the spaces on the continent under the amazing, light, beautiful name
ATLANTIS. Then many of you will remember Atlantis, as they saw it in
the distance, and had the burning, hypnotizing feeling in your bodies,
your hearts were calling for you, but you did not hear them, did not feel.
You have never stepped on the lands of Atlantis.
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After the Earth had been conquered by you and by the seven,
everything was decided for the fourth time. But you wanted to change
the situation and the succession of events. You have to understand what
is the meaning of life of the Earth, our beloved planet, all the animals on
the Earth and the state of the unity as the space. We worked out the plan
of building a cosmic house, which will be raised to the Space over the
Earth, but the Earth could be seen from the windows, so that you could
see the Earth and understand what you have done to it, to Us, to
yourselves. We used you to accept the drafts of this house, the plan of
assembling, materials, used for building. The seven did not believe or
did not want to understand us, because they were in the euphoria of the
events, they did not hinder Us as they were celebrating their victory. We
sent you our knowledge about building of Space ships quickly and
easily. It took us many years to build this Space house, about 15 or 25
years, time runs differently. And finally the Space house was built. It
was like a big city and could contain about 1.5 million people. Many
people did not understand what this house was built for. But We sent
you the information about the flooding of the Earth, about the possible
volcanic activity and it means that water could boil in some places. We
have chosen the people who could take their place in this Space ship.
These people were proposed money for the ticket to this ship. These
tickets were terribly expensive, millions dollars, that is why only the
elite got to the ship. All the other people stayed on the Earth.
Why is it so? You can ask.
We will try to explain it to you. Because the flood of the Earth and
lava eruption were predetermined by your actions, the Earth vibration
was lost, We tried to keep it as long as possible to fulfill our plan. The
people, who were chosen for the Space house, had to feel and
understand what was going on, realize and correct their thinking,
provide the basis for the future population of the Earth. So that it never
happened again, so that the seven could not capture you altogether, so
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that you could always have the way out from the circle of illusion, so
that the flood of the Earth, our beloved planet, never happened. Those
people, who could not feel, stayed on the Earth. Water covered all the
continents, lava was everywhere. And again We greeted you, those who
stayed on the Earth, and again We explained to you, showed you the
other life, preparing you for the birth.
And now, for the first time in the history of the Earth and people,
not all the people “died”: 1,5 million people survived, they had a fault
in their mind and feelings. What fault was it? Many of you started to
understand what had happened, that they are guilty of what had
happened to the Earth, to God-humans, of the flooded, devastated
spaces. At last people could see during their life what they had done. Of
course there was vivid life on board the ship, sometimes stormy and
very creative. People were thinking, projected their thoughts and their
love to the Earth. They started to understand that humans must live on
the Earth, their beloved planet, not in the Cosmos. Life in a couple of a
man and a woman. Live on one`s own hectare of the Earth. Life which
embraces all the spaces on the Earth and outside it. We also were with
you on board the space ship and, of course, We helped you, conducted
seminars with you, moving along the giant ship. All people in the ship
had their work. They had to maintain the ship, repair, change the
bordering. There were technical workers, engineers, builders, cooks,
hair-dressers, chemists and so on. The ship needed permanent care. It
was like a projection of the Earth. We designed it so that your Space
house was like the Earth in miniature. Of course, without rivers, seas
and oceans, but there were reservoirs, fountains, and even something
like arboretums. The bordering of the ship in those places was
transparent and there were planted trees, different bushes, gardens,
vegetables, there were animals on board the ship. We chose the animals
to maintain the balance of the energy on the ship. There was a park or
something like a park where people and animals could meet and help
each other. This help was as follows. It is difficult for a human to live
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without animals. There are various species of animals. Some of them are
strong, some of them are wise, some of them produce food in the form
of milk or meat. Strong animals helped about the ship, they carried the
heavy loads. Wise animals communicated with humans, giving them the
sense of love, feelings which enabled people to build their hectares on
the Earth. They were thinking what animals to breed on their hectares
and what they have to do. All in all, wise animals were all on board the
ship, they were wise because they helped people, took care of them.
They fed people. Everything in the ship resembled the Earth. There were
even artificial rivers, flowing along the ship. There was its own
microclimate in the ship. We took into account all the details of this
climate, chose the materials for building of the Space house. It was a
serious decision. It was the decision which will stay forever in your
mind. You will understand and tell your descendants, what happened,
why you were to leave the Earth, why the Earth was deserted, why there
is sorrow and pain after the lost Earth (your loving planet) in your heart.
It loves everyone so much, despite everything you have done. It loves
everyone, as well as the CREATOR, our loving Father. That is why We
created this house, in this global project, in which were involved you
and We and even our loving Father. We wanted you to realize
yourselves everything happening to you and to the Earth that this event
reflects on all the spaces, all the Universes. And you, reading these lines,
you were in this Space ship, you bear the print. And you are the keeper
of the information which will prevent the seven from capturing you. You
will know what it can lead to and you will never let it be repeated. You
will be the first to leave the circle of illusion next time and now you will
create your own spaces. You will take a hectare of the Earth, you will
put there plats, choose the animals to help you, you will feel that your
hectare is alive. You will feel every microorganism on your Earth. You
will arrange a program, according to which each tiny bug, spider or ant,
mole or bear will know what they are supposed to do on the Earth. And
you will never kill these Divine creatures. Do you understand that our
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beloved CREATOR, our loving Father, invented these creatures in his
fair dream to help you on your Earth? It is very easy: you, only you on
your Earth are able to feel every corner of your (about) hectare of the
Earth. Warm it with your inner light, inside you will feel everything
living on the Earth. You can communicate with microorganisms and
give them harmonic programs, and it is so nice, and this communication
contains the essence, which you have lost, this golden thread of
communication with everything existing, from the little insect in your
garden to the Universe and Universes. Do you understand? You can
even in your flats arrange your hectares of the Earth, plant and cultivate,
settle and provide the program for the animals and microorganisms.
Even in your flat you can feel and sense your Earth, which you own. As
soon as you design your project, and start working with it, there will be
just several days till they appear on the Earth. Do you understand? Your
project is already beginning to live and you in your flats will little by
little start feeling your animals, your spiders and bugs, flies and
caterpillars, you will feel every single blade of grass and small insect,
bear or snake, or hasty hare, or a family of wolves; they are your
assistants and friends within your hectare. You are just learning to feel
and understand them, it is not difficult. As soon as you plan your
harmonic hectare, you will get the space, your beloved and loving space.
It is your start, way out the circle of illusion, it is life. It is
communication with everything existing. It is eternal life. This is
understanding that death does not exist. This is life here and now,
without growing old and diseases. This is happiness, joy and love. We
have always tried to explain to you what We mean. This is the basis
under your feet, and nobody can move you from it. This is the ticket to
the eternal life here and now. These are the knowledge and energies,
which the seven have always been trying to hide from you, to burn.
Because they know that when you get this knowledge, you will be equal
to them, and it means that there is no circle of illusion for you anymore.
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It means that there is no death for you. You are transforming to Godhumans and it is great!
And perhaps the seven will understand and calm down; they will
realize that it is enough to go their way, which cannot make one happy,
cheerful or loving. And they will join us; we create happiness, joy and
love all over the immense multileveled Universe. We forgave them long
ago and since then have never remembered any offences. We love them
too, We wish them happiness, We wish them joy, We wish them love, so
that love entered their hearts and lit them. Lit them with the light, which
gives birth to the worlds. The light which makes one live and create with
our beloved Father, our CREATOR. He, our Father, has also forgiven
you and he is waiting for you to return to everything existing. You have
heard us!
The Cosmic house existed for 80 Earth years, nobody died on board
the ship during these years. People lived longer than now. Their bodies
contained the memories of the eternal life, but their consciousness was
unaware of this, so people could not live forever. Life of the person that
time decreased to 400, 350 and to 180 years of life; 180 is the minimum
age. We had to hurry up to return you to the Earth. We terminated your
presence on the orbit around the Earth by 80 years. When this time was
over the ship had to leave the orbit and fall down to the surface of the
Earth with all the information which was collected in the ship. It
happened so: when the time was over people learned and knew
everything. We arranged the artificial famine on board the ship. People,
living in their Cosmic house, realized that they cannot stay in the ship
for a long time, that there was food only for 25 days. All the
mechanisms, creating, cultivating food was out of order. People realized
that there is just one way out – leaving for the Earth. We thought
everything over in advance. In the Space house there were capsules,
which could be used for going to the Earth. But it happened so that
everything failed. There were the lands on the Earth prepared for the
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people from the Space house. Everything was thought thoroughly
through but you again did not understand the initial plan and all the
capsules lost their way and went to the Earth at random. Instead of
successfully landing on the special territories, which by this time had the
harmonic look thanks to Us and our God`s love, you fell all over the
Earth: to the oceans, to the lands burnt with lava, to the places which
were still hot; thus you drowned, burned, the rest were left without food,
because the Earth did not bring any fruit and there were no animals yet.
We had not brought the animals to the Earth yet, just to the prepared
lands. We wanted you to clean after you on the Earth. We wanted you to
fertilize the soils which were not fertile yet. We wanted you to breed
animals and to spread them all over the Earth; we wanted you to do it
yourselves. Do you understand? All this time We have been doing
everything for you. We warmed the Earth, We brought animals, We
fertilized soils all over the Earth. We practically revived the planet. Do
you understand it? And this time we have just done the work on the
special lands. You had to bring order and harmony to the rest of the
Earth yourselves. But again, like small children you fell down and
drowned, broke and burned on the Earth; instead of living and
generating the mankind, almost all of you died. One capsule contained 6
to 8 people. Only people from 3 capsules survived. The first capsule
successfully landed in the Tibet: on the border with Altay. The second
one landed in Altai. And the third one on the territory of the Donbass
region. Only people from the first two capsules managed to survive.
People from the third one did not find the food and left the Earth. In the
Himalayas the family of two people survived: a man and a woman, and
the first branch of mankind originated there. In Altai a woman with
children survived. They gave birth to the second branch which has
existed by now.
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The history of the origin of
the 5th human race.

As you understand, now we will talk about the part of the history, in
which personally you took part. Your participation gave start to the
settling of people from Altai and all over the world, and the one which
started in Himalayas and spread at first in the Eastern part of the Earth,
and after that to all the continents. These two branches of one family
caused the war but we will talk about it later on.
Altai is a beautiful place. Quickly flowing rivers, transparent lakes,
high mountains seemed to cover the originating mankind, for which we
created the space blessed by our loving and forgiving Father. We
fertilized the soil, brought birds, animals, fish and with all our love and
blessing gave all this to you, or rather to those of you, who survived.
The woman with her three children, having left the capsule, was going
farther and farther from it, leading her children deep into the heart of
Altai. In the capsule there were five more people, but they did not
understand what was going on, did not realize the sense of it and being
panic stricken, struggling for their lives killed each other. But the
woman, foreseeing all these events, was leading her children to the heart
of the forest, rivers and picturesque mountains which greeted them
happily. While going, she already knew and felt, that the chances to
survive for the other capsules were minimum, and it meant that she, like
Eve, who created the mankind with her love, had to revive the mankind
with all her love, with all her attention, with the sense of hers and all the
other spaces, feeling everything around and understanding everything.
So in the picturesque places of Altai, Eve gave birth to the 5th mankind,
which began to grow and spread from the forests, rivers and mountains
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of Altai to the South East and then to the West and then all over the
world. With her own example Eve was showing how to create spaces on
the Earth, how to feel the Earth, how to feel the Universe, Universes.
How to live in a couple and treat each other, how to treat every single
blade of grass, every small insect on your Earth. She was conducting a
great, creative and inspiring work with people. Like Atlantes these
people took (about) one hectare of land and created their spaces. Having
created their spaces, these people joined the universal rhythm. All the
God-humans feel this rhythm. This rhythm beats in their hearts, sounds
in every cell of their bodies. Rhythm, which washes your soul with
eternal pleasant light. Light, which can create new worlds. These Godhumans felt the light radiating by their hearts. They felt animals not only
on their land but also the other animals which lived not with people
within their lands but on the territory of Altai, and were waiting for their
owners to create or rater to assist people in creating their dream. The
God-humans felt the rivers and could communicate with them. Being far
from the river they could put their hand into its waters, feel the rhythm,
the mood and sense the very soul of the river. The God-humans gave
names to the rivers, in accordance with the rhythm, in unison with the
Universe. The God-humans seemed to hear the river wishes how it must
be called. The same was with the mountains and lakes. People came to
life with a great desire to create their own spaces and the space for their
families, the space with everything existing. Eve dealt easily with
growing mankind. People were quick to learn, caught the sense of the
plan, provided by the God, our beloved Father, loving and forgiving.
They took their land, about one hectare, and created the space within
their land. This space gave them the life of the eternal now. This space
was filled with happiness, joy and great love. It was so easy and simple.
It is easy to create creatively and cocreatively with our beloved Father. It
is so easy. It simple to live forever. It is easy to love and be happy. It is
easy to be healthy and never die. It is easy to live always here and now.
It is easy to feel our Father and understand his thought. It is so easy and
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broad and, spacy, that you, being in your physical body, can embrace
everything eternal. This body was created and designed by the
CREATOR, our loving Father. This body exists forever as well as your
soul never suffering from diseases or aging. You are capable of
arranging and giving a program to your body, what should it look like,
what colour should be your hair, and even how many wrinkles there are
on your face. You, only you can control your body. This body must be
connected to everything existing. This body knows and feels the
program, the initial program of our CREATOR, loving Father. And in
this case there is no sense to talk about death, it does not exist. And if it
is so, you do not have to die in your physical bodies! It happens because
of the lack of information. But as soon as you acquire the information
and get to work with all your love, all your creativity, all your
inspiration, all the light in your souls, everything will be changed, you
will be connected to all the spaces and inside you feel these spaces
moving, rotating, shining, dancing and rejoicing. You start to feel here
and now, you do not know death, you are turning into the God-human.
It is so simple. Do you understand it? As soon as you get the
information, and you not only know it but start moving with it, use it and
wish to change yourselves as the caterpillar turns into a butterfly, then
changes will happen to all of you. You will start to radiate light, you will
start to radiate the spaces, cosmos, star systems, planets, the Universe,
everything, do you understand, will be shining inside you with
wonderful light. Light which will attract people to you. These people
were stuck in the illusion of reincarnations, and these people looking at
you, will get all the information, you will pull these people without even
talking to them. We always communicate with you in such a way, you
cannot see us, but still here is the information, and you can always get it.
And if you can use it you can leave the circle of illusion.
Another branch of mankind, in Tibet, the Himalayas, which was
started by the man (you know him like Hitler, who started the war but
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We do not blame him, We love all of you, he just felt his family, he was
creating on the Earth, he was gathering the initial family of Aryan, as he
used to say, he felt in his soul that he was the founder of the 5th mankind,
but he forgot about love, joy and happiness) and a woman. They did nor
know about the other branch of mankind. Trying to feel and remember
what was there in the Space house: how they wanted to create their
spaces, their love, their life on the Earth, how they imagined the pictures
of their future hectare of land, there were changes in their hearts, they
started to feel spaces and time, these feelings had to be brought to the
Earth. That is why the man, doing his best trying to remember, think,
create, made a mistake. His mistake was in concealing the information.
He thought like this: everything must be started from the scratch and the
new generation must not know who they have been before, in the time of
Atlantis they did not feel the God, they did not feel the Earth, they
spoiled it, trying to drive us away from the Earth. That is why he
concealed these facts and started everything from the scratch. But this
caused the transformation of information, people needed this
information, and not only this, but all the history of the mankind. But he
decided so and it was his mistake. These people started to die, they
could not feel their space; thus human`s life decreased to 160 years, and
then even less. But Altai became the place similar to Atlantis, and all the
information was there. People knew all the history, all the information
and created their spaces, they spread their lands. Soil and surrounding
lands became harmonic and those lands which were burnt with lava
turned to be beautiful and harmonic. They created taiga Siberian woods.
They tried to balance the Earth, enhancing the frequency of the Earth
with their love and beauty, they created.
Thus, little by little, people fertilized their beloved planet. These
two branches of the mankind started to spread over the Earth. The first
branch originated from Eve and her children, and the second one from
the man and the woman starting their family in the Himalayas. We were
worried about the situation. On the one hand, Eve and her children in
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Altai created a harmonic family; on the other hand, in the Himalayas
people did not manage to use the information properly. The man and the
woman were trying to do their best, but they did not understand that
having concealed the information they led their children from the truth.
And then the sense of the space was not complete, and if the sense and
information are not complete, illusion appears again. We were trying to
help the family from the Himalayas, showing them the truth but they
did not change their mind. Only from the scratch, from the scratch the
mankind must be started. They decided so. We did not understand their
views, but We knew what can be the result, and how it influenced the
history of the mankind. Bu they did not. But We could nor rudely
interfere, We never impose the truth, We have just told you how and
what you should pay attention to, so that your life were happy, cheerful
and full of love. There must be love between a man and a woman and
between everything existing. But in all the times those people, who
perceived the truth, started to feel and broke the circle of illusion, but
those who did not, stayed within the circle of reincarnations. And this is
a result. We have the division of races or branches. The Altai branch
arranged the harmony on the Earth, and the Himalayan one little by little
entered the circle of illusion. The seven, doing almost nothing, saw the
possible plan, which they liked. And our plan with the Space house
became dubious. We could not know that those people who had been
chosen would be born with the truth in their souls, by all means they will
try to reach the truth, and they will come nearer with every life. And the
seven cannot entirely put then into the circle of illusion. And they will
never let the story of Atlantis to repeat. You, reading these lines, you
cannot let it happen, you can understand it now, and the only thing left is
just to start, doing your best and nobody will be able to stop you, you
will live here and now. What does it mean for you?
It means that you will free the circle of illusion of the prejudices,
lies and easy money. You will start giving away. Giving away yourself,
your light, your love, to everything existing, and at last you will be seen.
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Of the small grain you will be turned into the Universe, into everything
existing. Can you imagine how great you are?
Thus, life by life you gathered everything together. We knew it
would be like this, you would not be able to catch , understand and feel
all the information, you will need lives for this, and We knew when it
can happen, We told you about this time and you know when the
Golden Age for the entire Earth comes. This time has already started for
you and now you can understand and digest all the information. You
will accept it you will be the first to leave the circle of illusion. Jesus
said that He prepared the place for you in Heaven. And We can add that
this Heaven has its density. You heard: “on Earth as it is in heaven”.
And We can say: can it be different. For you the Heaven is something
unattainable and unreal. Bu We can tell you that the Heaven does not
change from your (and our) planet. This is the same as your planet, and
the Solar system with all the stars. There are certain differences, but they
are not in the material itself, but in the spirit of everyone creating with
the CREATOR, our beloved Father. Do you understand it?
If you do not, We can provide you with the other example. In all the
religions there is the Holy Spirit, the heaven, PARADISE on the Earth.
They are real but only We can see the full meaning of these words,
because We have all the information. Taking the information in the form
of energy you can fill in the gaps in your body and soul, or the caves,
forming vicious circle within your body. When this vicious circle is
compressed, you think straight forwardly, using only what you can see,
without any sensations or visions; these words “visions and sensations”
seem strange to you. But when the circle is open, the cycle is stretched
both sides and all the lines going in all directions, are endless and
unlimited and then you can think in Universal dimensions, and
everything is clear. So We provide the full information and energy to fill
in the gaps in your bodies and open the circle, then you will be able to
hear and see us. You will see our light, full of sense, free, cheerful,
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consonant with all the rhythms, multileveled Worlds, which are as real
as your planet is, We also have physical bodies, and We live in our
bodies on our planets, in our star systems and in our Universes. We have
our families, our branches of family, our hectares of land; on our planets
everything is the same as on yours, as Atlantes showed you on the Earth.
We are the same as you are. And all the same you will be interested in
the difference. And We will tell you in our turn that We are happier than
you are, We are more cheerful, We feel love in full and can express it to
everything We look at, to everything We think of. We do not suffer from
diseases, We never die, We are living here and now and We will live
like this forever. We create our personal projects, which are unique, they
cannot be compared to yours in creativity and sensations. They fill your
body and give you such powerful ecstasy, that you cannot express it in
words, you can just live it. We also create universal projects, between
two, three or hundreds of Universes. We have already told you that We
are always engaged in the creative, free and cocreative work, We feel
each other in different corners of the Universes, irrespective of the
distance of millions and billions years, We feel each other immediately,
We know and understand each other, we can send holograms containing
information to each other, We do not need television. We watch or look
through the holograms, just looking into the space, without hard
thinking. We can travel to each other when We are invited, and We do
not need space ships for it. We just dissolve, and our families dissolve,
and then gather in the certain place on the chosen planet, even in the
other corner of the Universe or Universes. We are always tactful
communicating with each other, our souls are light. We feel the
CREATOR, our loving and beloved Father, We also communicate with
him very tactfully and everyone has his personal time. We can feel when
this time is near. Because He has immensely much to do, and We do our
best to help him, although He, so to say, loves all of us. He does his
work himself but We try to foresee and help him in his work at our
choice.
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But not all of Us know that the visible Universe was created by the
CREATOR, our loving Father, and that the Earth was the first inhabited
planet, the start for every life on the Earth. The human race originates
from Adam and Eve, the first creations of our beloved Father. Adam is
the first man in the Universe to step onto the Earth, and Eve is the first
woman. Eve, like mother, feels and knows everything, she worries about
the Earth, about the mankind on the Earth, and she is always engaged in
work on the Earth. During millions and hundred millions years only she
has cared for you, but when you drive her into the corner with your
misunderstanding, your cruelty, your disgusting behavior towards her,
she cannot bear it any more, she leaves, dissolving her body and
assembling herself in her own body, which has been waiting for her on
her beautiful, feminine planet called Zelushta. And you eagerly look for
it, feeling lone and desperate, but you could never find it, if She left you.
But having refreshed her energy, she has always rushed to help you. She
was born to the Earth again, gathered all the information for you, tried to
give it to you and loved you so much. She knows that no one can avoid
happiness. That every human, dead or alive, who will come to life will
be happy, cheerful and embraced with love. And everyone will live here
and now.
The events which happened on the Earth after that went two-way,
on the one hand there were the Himalayas, on the other hand Altay.
Altay created harmony and love. Love which you can feel by this time.
People who were living and creating their spaces, created harmony
which spread all over the Mother Earth. The Earth has always felt her
children. We can tell you about those people who created the harmony
but it is the other case. By this information We take you from the circle
of illusion and death, but you have to understand the sense of what we
told you, feel with the whole your soul, your body, each cell of your
organisms. There is a little sense in simple reading of the material, you
will progress when you start feeling, reviving, loving, and feeling every
moment of life. Real life, which is not just existing any more. Life,
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which radiates light. Light, which fills every corner of the Universe. The
Universe, which recognizes you now; it is waiting for your actions,
creative actions, multi leveled actions. Actions which make everything
move. This motion creates the rhythm. This rhythm joins the basic
rhythm of all the rhythms. We call this life. Do you understand it? It is
life, not just existence.
After that the history has been unfolding in the following way.
These two branches were growing. The Altay branch was creating and
cocreating with our loving Father, and the people of Himalayas became
consumers, and later on, they became invaders and destructors of the
God-humans and their lands. Thus, one people created, rejoiced, loved,
lived in happiness, and the other were looking for the truth: but where is
it? They could not find the truth whereas it has always been nearby, you
just had to take God-humans as an example, they demonstrated it with
their actions, with all their soul: look and follow Us. Create your own
hectares, create your own spaces, become immortal, live full life,
creating and cocreating, loving everything existing. It is so simple! But
you chose the wrong way, rough, uneven, unclear long way and move in
circles. «You die» (so called – you can see your physical body, but you
stay alive in your thin bodies, which We designed especially for you),
and then you come to life again, without remembering who you really
are, why you are here, without remembering your former lives, or how
many lives you lived before dying. You do not remember Us, how we
greeted you in the other side. This other side is also our creation, you
have to exist somewhere in your thin bodies. The bodies keeping you
from going out (keeping your souls) all over the Universe, all the
Universes. We greet you in these places, explain everything to you,
demonstrate you the endless of life, and immortality of your bodies. We
show you that the Universe lives in the multitude of all its planets, and
there are people on all these planets. They are similar to you but these
people do not grow old and die in their physical bodies. We explain how
to reach this state, and tell you that only in your physical bodies on the
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Earth, living and creating your space, at first in your thoughts, and then
you will feel this space within your body. Via this space you will feel
not only the Earth and people, living on it, nature, animals, birds, fish,
but also the entire Universe, all the Universes and our loving and
beloved Father. You are born again and We expect motion from you.
We hope that you remember everything, but after your birth you forgot
everything. You do not remember even about your reincarnation. You
created fantastic tales about monkeys, that life originated from water.
Your tales say about the transformation of the mollusk into a monkey
and all of a sudden this monkey turned into a human. It must be
comfortable to think like that. We are not sure. We just realize that you
cannot hear us. You prefer to live without thinking. Let it be as it is. But
what will it be like? It will never happen without Us. Just think about it,
it is very important.
And then the story repeated again: you began to drive away the
God-humans and their beautiful lands, so different from yours; you did
not understand them, did not follow their example, you “killed” them.
The last God-humans, living on the Earth, knew, felt what was going to
happen, if they left the Earth. There will be no knowledge, no examples
and wisdom. How could you get the knowledge or examples? But We
designed the Dolmens with our loving Father. They are situated almost
all over the World. You can see them in Afghanistan, in the Crimea, on
the coast of the Black Sea, in the Caucasus, (Gelendgik, Sochi, Adler),
in the West of Ukraine, in Europe, in the Himalayas, in America and
Africa.
The God-humans who knew what was going on, went to the
Dolmens. The Dolmens were built of hard type of black stone. They
were built by the God-humans and our loving Father. God-humans were
cocreating with him. Everything, up to the tiniest details, was taken into
account. There was a special microcosm or many spaces within a
dolmen. These spaces were created by a human in cocreation with our
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loving Father. Within a dolmen there was connection with everything
existing and forthcoming. The God-human, going to dolmen, stayed
there forever, his soul was always within the dolmen and never went far
from it. In a dolmen all the information was with a human – it is a sacred
place and We respect those people, who knew what they were doing.
But you did not feel the places of energy any more, you did not feel the
information, you destroyed almost all the dolmens in the world and only
two dolmens were left untouched. You stole the dolmen stones, although
you could do without them. But the God-humans are waiting for you.
Souls of the God-humans stayed in a deserted place. You stole the
stones from dolmens, leaving just a deserted place. But the souls of the
God-humans have not left, they are waiting for you in these places, and
they have always been waiting for you there to give you their
knowledge, to make you happy, cheerful and loving. The God-humans
in dolmens are very loving souls, they have been treating you with great
love and great respect in all the times. There must be motion, you have
to feel the energy, feel Us. Then the motion will be successful and you
will be able to take the God-humans out of the dolmens in their physical
bodies. Do you understand it? You do not have to take photos near
dolmens or get into the dolmen, but you have to approach the dolmen,
greet its inhabitants with love and respect, feel the individual dialogue
within you. Some of you will feel thoughts, as if they were yours, but
these thoughts will bring the information unusual for you. The others
will feel the motion, as if the air compressed, and some of you will feel
warmth throughout the body. Keep this warmth, increase this warmth,
and the information will come out through this warmth. Start to create
instead of destructing. Start to feel Us and our information, Our love to
you. Thus, We, in cocreation with the God-humans and our loving
Father, conserved this energy (information) for you within dolmens.
We knew that you would destroy everything and drive the Godhumans from the Earth, because it has always happened.
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We knew that there would be wars between you and the whole
countries of people would die in these wars.
We knew that you would always look for the truth, the other life,
happier and more beautiful.
We knew that all the people from the Space house would be born to
the Earth, and they would be filled with information, which would move
them. These people must prevent the Earth from this disaster, when the
Earth is left deserted. They will scream inside, they know what scream
this is. They saw flooded Earth. They knew that all the people on the
Earth died. They understood that only they were guilty of this. Over the
Earth in their Space house they thought everything over and realized.
They realized that the sense of life is different, it is not in wars, pride,
argues or death. They saw how Atlantes had lived. They saw and knew
the other life and now they realized it. We provided the basis for this
understanding. Do you understand it? You thought it over and
understood everything in the Space house. You, being born, know it
inside you. That is why you decided to change and We can see all of
you, We know that you will be the first to bring changes. The global
changes. The whole world will see these changes. And We hope it will
happen during your life. You will increase the average life to 100 years
and more. You will start the process, the result of which will be factual
immortality of a human in his physical body. And you are living on the
Earth at the moment and feel uneasy. We know that this is your heart, it
moves you, it talks to you, and gives you information. It remembers
Atlantis. Your heart knows the God-humans, who lived and cocreated
with our Father. Your heart knows that Atlantis can be back, and with
Atlantis you can get back this wonderful light energy, which will
embrace the whole world, the entire Earth, all of you. It will kiss you. It
knows that when it happens, times of Atlantis, life and information of
the God-humans, all the energy will join your energy and with the
energy of Altay; this great unity will cause the connection, the greatest
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connection of all the times and all the cycles in the history of the Earth,
in your history and in Ours. And then there will be no obstacles, We
hope, you understand it, all the information will be restored, you will see
and feel with your soul, that everything is open, all the directions, it will
happen in the nearest future. You will be able to see, feel and understand
all this. We are living in wonderful time. This time will finish the circle
of illusion and reincarnation. You can feel all the events, new energy
(information) with your body and your soul. This is the first time in the
long history of the Earth and mankind that people will transform into the
God-humans without leaving the Earth. They will never die in their
physical bodies. Just one per cent of the inhabitants of the Earth must
step forward, and they will find themselves in such a state in which there
is neither death, nor illusion, there is happiness, joy and love. The life of
the mankind will increase to 600 years. Do you understand it? And if
there are 5 per cent, then you will be able, creating your own spaces
within your lands, transform your life in your physical bodies to the
immortal state. You will become God-humans and you will be able to
create your own light, unique, incredibly beautiful Universes. And We
will rejoice for you. Do you understand it? Just five per cent. And We
are happy about it. You, living on the Earth in your physical bodies, for
the first time in the history of the Earth are able to create, to feel, to love
and use your knowledge, your feelings, your love, your senses, creating
your own spaces. You will be able to bring yourself, your family, people
of the Earth, and the Earth itself the state of unity of all the Universes,
our CREATOR, our loving and beloved Father and everything existing.
Your life already exists here and now. Your body (soul) will feel the
rhythm, the motion of the Universes, all the full and never ending, but
permanently stretching energy of the spaces, and you will become the
part of this indivisible unity of everything existing.
And We know that you can do it now. You just have to do the first
step to the light, happy and spreading motion, which will shine in the
rays of love.
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We are doing our best to provide you with all the necessary
information, so that you could make your choice. This choice will fill
the whole Earth, all the Universes with your unique light.
You can reconstruct yourselves the history of the fifth settling of the
Earth.
We provided you with the preliminary facts about two branches of
the human race and you should understand the fact that the division of
the mankind or misunderstanding of the Himalayan family happened
because of closing of information by the forefathers of the families, but
We have never blamed people, as well as the God, our Father. We love
all of you as well as our loving and beloved Father. And all the events
happening to you, are filled with our love and our Father`s love. And the
story repeated again: all the God-humans were driven away from the
Earth, and you did not have examples any more. That is why the Godhumans came to show you, what the human is capable of. Heracles
came, but you did not understand him and called him hermit or even
inhuman. Hercules came, and you at once decide that he is not
understandable and unclear, and claimed his force as supernatural, but
he was trying to explain to you that you are equal to him. All the twelve
Gods (children) came to you, but you did not understand them, because
you did not have the initial information and you did not want to
understand anything. Moses came with his mission to abolish the
Egyptian Kingdom, but you, travelling with him around the desert did
not understand him.
Jesus came to you with his mission to make you understand, that
you are like Gods, you are the particle of the eternal unity, that the God,
the CREATOR, our loving Father, loves all of you. He wanted to make
you understand who you are and what you are capable of. He explained
to you that he is like you, he is also a human, he showed you the
miracles of cocreation of the human with the God, our loving Father. He
said that you also can cocreate with the CREATOR, our loving Father.
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But you did not want to understand him. He wanted you to understand
him and created a God-human inside you. But you crucified him. He left
you for his planet that is he ascended. He enclosed the way for you, the
PARADISE for you, your place in heaven. But you did not want to
understand even this. It was the invitation to his favourite planet called
Golosta in the constellation under the majestic name Proskaypervashly.
Then We were trying to talk to you and give you the information
through your temples, fairy-tales, folk songs, musicians, philosophers,
ordinary people, choirs, musical compositions, verses and books; but We
did not see any enthusiasm. We do not blame you, We love you so
much. That is why We are always with you.
But now you can realize and understand everything We and the
God, our loving and beloved Father used to tell you.
It is high time to get rid of suffering, sorrow, drama in your life.
You do not have to die and shed tears.
Your tears do not disappear, We gathered them and put them on the
territory of Altai. You can ask what We have done it for? We can
answer: to create the balance to your grief. Altai contains the energy of
origin, the energy of love, the energy of the God-humans, the energy of
joy, happiness. In the nearest future Altai, or rather the energy of Altai,
will be united with the energy of Atlantis. What does it mean? We told
you that your tears form the Lake Baikal. Our beloved Father did not
create it. We and you created it in the act of cocreation. When you
realize and understand everything, become happy, cheerful and start
living in love, The lake Baikal will dry. You will work out the energy of
tears.
And now look at your future and the future of the Earth:
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The future of the Earth and
the human race!

∞ The Earth is a very harmonic, beautiful, feminine, coquettish
planet, which sets the mood and fashion for all the Universes. She is so
beautiful with her forests, plains, rivers, seas and oceans, with your
hectares of land which create the plot of the play which is called
happiness.
And here on the edge of the wood a hare is sitting, it can see the
human, passing by, but it is not running away, it lays his ears in a
friendly way, and is waiting for your approval for its work. Birds, flying
over your lands, are doing different, very complex but beautiful aerial
stunts, and attracting your attention. Grass berries, and wind, which
moves everything, agreed with each other to please you with the unique
rhythm. And the trees are trying to join this rhythm, they want your
attention, they ask you to approach. And here are the beetles-workers,
have come out of their holes and are waiting for your order. They have
already done their work. Mosquitoes, flying around you, catching
eagerly you look, are going to the certain place on your Earth to create
harmony and unique atmosphere. And here is a bear, it is trying to
escape in a game the 3 year old girl and the 5year old boy, pretending to
be weak and miserable. It makes children laugh, they are laughing aloud
and play with the bear. In the distance there is a gracefully feminine
beautiful girl, the mother of these two children. She is looking into the
distance, as if she were looking for somebody. Two days ago the young
eagle left, she had cured it. She knows that it will be back. And looking
into the distance she feels it with all her body, with her soul. She knows
where it is. The eagle, doing his best is flying towards the girl. It has
been flying for two days and now it is sure in his forces. To show it, it is
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beginning to rise higher and higher in the air, and then down all of a
sudden. The girl was standing and peering at the distance, feeling the
eagle eagle, and worrying for it a bit: «Why, why, do not do it, I know
that you are strong and brave». But the eagle flew briskly towards the
Earth. It was about to break but at the very surface of the Earth it
suddenly turned and flew two meters over the surface of the Earth, it
landed carefully at the girl`s feet and bowed her politely in gratitude.
Then without waiting for approval, quickly went to the edge of the
Earth. There lived the family of four God-humans and the eagle knows
now that it wants to stay on this wonderful land. Because the eagle felt
the girl. It felt her invitation to stay.
And the children drove the bear into the corner, and the animal
pretending to be exhausted, tired and weak, fell down its paws up and
delighted the children. The girl, looking at this game, clapped on her
right leg and stretched her hand towards the bear. The bear, carefully
went round the children and rushed to the girl, it ran to her and
demonstrating guilt with all its appearance, laid its head onto its paws.
The girl approached it. She said laughing to the bear, laughing and
caressing its head and fur:
− Why, bear, you are making yourself so weak? Look, children are
laughing.
The bear rose to its back paws and bellowed, showing its force.
− Well,− the girl said,− good boy, run, help your wife, she cannot
cope with the children.
Leaning on the cedar, the girl was looking at the bear running away,
the children laughing, the birds flying, the Earth living with all its flora
and fauna in harmony with a human. She was standing, the young
Goddess, looking at all this. She did not just look, she felt her Earth, her
animals, her insects and microorganisms with every cell of her body.
She was happy. These thoughts warmed her and this heat embraced her
soul. The girl looked up in the sky and said aloud:
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− Thank you, Universes, and you, people, living in your Universes,
on your planets, thank you all.
− Thank you, our Father and CREATOR.
− I am so appreciated to all of you and I want to present you with
the light of my soul, every living-being in each Universe and you,
CREATOR, our loving Father.
− I am standing on my Earth and I know that You have created
everything for us. I thank you for your creation. Let me bow and thank
you from all the people of the Earth, and give You the part of our soul.
We want to give it to You, who were with us and helped us in all the
times on the Earth. Thank you all, thank you.
− Thank you, our loving Father, You have always forgiven and
understood us. We are appreciated to You, who have been in all the
times, thank you for the light. Thank you for happiness. Thank you for
love. Thank you for eternal now!!!
The girl was saying it, holding her hand on her heart. Her eyes were
radiating light. There was the reflection of everything existing in her
eyes, the entire Universe and all the inhabitants of the Universes, the
reflection of our Father, CREATOR, who loves us and we love him.
The girl, bowing low, gracefully approached her beloved man,
embraced his neck and whispered in his ear: «I am so happy».
To be continued…
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